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Ky. ABC
steps up
efforts in
college
towns
'Special to the Ledger
With students returning to
campuses across Kentucky, the
Kentucky Office of Alcoholic
Beverage Control is stepping up
efforts to prevent sales to
minors at establishments that
cater to college and university
students.
"Every fall, as college gets
underway, we see a significant
increase in the number of incidents involving alcohol sales to
underage consumers," said ABC
Executive Director Chris Lilly.
"We are putting bars and alcohol
retailers on notice that we intend
to vigorously enforce underage
drinking laws."
Lilly called on retailers, bars
and restaurants to prevent drinking by minors. While most
establishments do a fairly good
job of guarding against sales to
minors, some that cater to college-aged students are less vigilant.
"While some people might
view underage drinking, particularly by college students, as
something of a rite of passage, it
is in fact both illegal and dangerous," Lilly said. "It threatens
the safety of those young people
who drink as well as the safety
of other citizens,"
ABC investigators and local
law enforcement are out in force
to make sure that underage
drinking laws are being followed. They are citing establishments that allow minors to drink
and remain on their premises.
With the school year just
beginning, several establishments already have been cited
for infractions and there have
dangerous incidents
been
involving over-consumption of
alcohol by minors.
Recently, two underage students were hospitalized for alcohol poisoning after drinking on
the campus of a local university.
Each charge of sale to a
minor carries a fine of up to
$1,750. Fines double with a second offense, and a third offense
can result in the revocition of an
establishment's liquor or beer
license. Adults convicted of providing alcohol to minors can
receive up to 12 months in jail,
while minors who drink alcohol
or have fake identifications are
also subject to criminal penalties.
While the ABC is emphasizing enforcement as students
return to school, that is only the
beginning of efforts to combat
underage drinking. Sellers and
servers can be educated about
legal requirements and prevention tactics through the Server
Training in Alcohol Regulations
(S TAR)program.
ABC offers alcohol awareness programs for high school
and college students that
emphasize the law, personal
responsibility, and health.
For information on these programs and other ways to stop
underage drinking, contact the
educational branch of ABC at
(502i 564-4850.
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Despite ban,
fires keep
popping up

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

Two unidentified young ladies use an umbrella to help stay cool in Friday's near-100 degree
heat. The women were walking on North 15th Street at Murray State University. Warm ternperatures are expected to continue the first part of this week before cooling down by the weekend.

Staff Report
Calloway County Fire-Rescue responded to six fires this weekend as dry conditions continued with rain — and only a small percentage — not in the forecast until Wednesday.
A burn ban remains in effect for Calloway County until at least
an inch of rain falls in a 24-hour period. Temperatures were forecast
to be near 95 today with more sunny, hot weather Tuesday, which it
expected to be near 98, according to the National Weather Service.
A 20 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms is forecasted
for Wednesday and Thursday. Wednesday is expected to have a high
near 96 with temperatures cooling to 89 for Thursday.
CCFR Chief Greg Cherry said the local department assisted
Graves County with a 100-acre brush fire Friday evening with five
trucks and 17 firefighters.
They responded to the Bell City Road scene at 6:17 p.m.
Saturday, CCFR had three fires of its own.
Eight firefighters responded with two trucks to Wadesboro Road,
where a fire was in a pine thicket, at 8:37 a.m. Saturday.
Cherry said about a half an acre burned. The cause of the fire is
unknown.
Then at 9:14 a.m., CCFR responded to Fawnwood Drive off
Jennings Trail near Hamlin, where someone was burning trash.
Cherry said the fire was contained to the immediate area and was
extinguished.
A house fire was reported at 1:39 p.m. Saturday, but when CCFR
arrived at 168 Columbus Drive, which is off Skimmer Drive near
the west side of Kentucky Lake, a subject was burning trash.
The trash fire burned up to the edge of the house, destroying
about one-fourth of an acre of property. Cherry said the subject was
citing for violating the countywide burn ban.
Then Sunday a couple more fires required attention.
CCFR responded to a field fire that was threatening a house at
1703 U.S. 641 South near Spring Creek at 2:02 p.m. Sunday.
Murray Fire Department also responded and was on the scene about

•See Page 2A

Obama wraps up campaign swing in Ky.
By JEFFREY McMURRAY
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) - Sen.
Barack Obama concluded a nearly twoweek cross-country road trip Sunday
night and said he was inspired by the
crowds that followed his presidential
campaign, including 2,200 in his final

stop: Kentucky.

"I've been on the road 12 days,"
Obama said during the rally at
Lexington's convention center. "I've
been running out of clean laundry. I
won't give you the details."
The attendees, most of whom stood
during the hourlong rally, paid at least

$25 for the right to see and hear the
Illinois senator, who polls show is running second behind New York Sen.
Hillary Clinton for the Democratic nomination.
He didn't name Clinton or any of his
Democratic opponents, but did make reference to a recent clash he had with some

of his foes over his statements acknowledging he would talk with rogue nations.
"I'm not afraid to negotiate with anybody because I know what America
stands for:: he said."We don't have to be
arrogant to be strong."

•See Page 2A

Sources say Gonzales IT WAS HOT, IT WAS AUGUST & IT WAS THE BLUES
has resigned A.G. post
WACO, Texas (AP) —
General Alberto
Attorney
Gonzales resigned, officials said
this morning, ending a monthslong standoff with critics who
questioned his honesty and competence at the helm of the
Justice Department.
Republicans
and Democrats
had
alike
demanded his
resignation
over
the
botched handling of FBI
terror investigations and the
firings of U.S.
attorneys, but
GON11111111
President Bush
had defiantly stood by his Texas
friend until accepting his resignation Friday. according to senior administration officials who
spoke on condition of anonymity.
The Justice Department
planned a news conference for
10:30 a.m. EDT, in Washington.
Bush planned to discuss
Gonzales' departure at his
Crawford. Texas. ranch shortly
thereafter.
Paul
General
Solicitor
Clement will be acting attorney
general until a replacement is
found, said the officials who

4

spoke on condition of anonymity to avoid pre-empting the
announcement.
Homeland Security chief
Michael Chertoff was among
those mentioned as possible successors. However, a senior
administration official said the
matter had not been raised with
leaves
Bush
Chertoff.
Washington next Monday for
Gonzales'
and
Australia.
replacement might not be named
by then, the official said.
"Better late than never," said
Democratic presidential candidate John Edwards. summing up
the response of many in
Washington to Gonzales' resignation.
Gonzales served more than
two years as the nation's first
Hispanic attorney general.
Bush steadfastly — and at
times angrily — refused to give
in to critics. even from his own
GOP, who argued that Gonzales
should go. Earlier this month at
a news conference, the president
grew irritated when asked about
accountability in his administration and turned the tables on the
Democratic Congress.
"Implicit in your questions is
that Al Gonzales did something
wrong. I haven't seen Congress

•See Page 2A

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

About 1,000 or more music lovers dance, sing or move to the beat of New Orleans blues artist
Mem Shannon and the Membership during the annual Hot August Blues concert at KenLake
State Park Saturday evening. The weekend concert attracted about a dozen bands and thousands of music lovers this year that crowded bleachers or pulled up alongside the shore in
watercraft to enjoy the music.
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Existing
home
sales drop

Shertifilrelog
Calloway County Sherttfa Department
• A caller from U S 641 South reported at 653 am Friday that
someone poured something all over her car A criminal mischief
report was taken
• A theft was reported at a Maple Street location at 9 32 a m
Friday
• Vandalism was reported on Crawford Trail at 11 15 a.m Friday
• Sheet metal was reported stolen from a Ky 94 East location at
1 12 p m Friday A theft case was opened
• A truck was in the ditch on U S 641 South north of Hazel at
10 29 p m Friday EMS Murray Fire Department and Calloway
County Fire-Rescue responded
'• One subject was taken to the hospital after a collision on
Crossland Road at 8 59 a m Sunday
• An assault was reported on Duncan Trail at 7 31 p m Sunday.
Murray Fire Department
• Firefighters were dispatched to Tiffany Lane at 7 38 p m
Saturday for a cooking fire at a residence The incident was confined to the cooking container MFD was on the scene about 10
minutes
• Firefighters responded to an incident at the old Clark College at
10 33 p m Sunday because electrical equipment shorted They
were on the scene about 10 minutes
-- Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies

D-spite ban ...
From Front
25 minutes
Cherry said about one-fourth of an .11:11: hunted. The cause of the
fire is unknown
Then MFD also responded to Riviera Courts at 4 41 p.m. Sunday
for another brush fire Firefighters were on the scene about 20 minute,
('(FR cued another subject for violating the burn ban after
responding to a trash fire on Dogwood Line off Ky 4(s4 in Kirksey
• 5:57 p.m Sunday. 'The fire was extinguished

MSU Police Sgt.
picked to speak at
class graduation
Staff Report
RR lial4 )NI). Ky
Lass
enforcment officers loom 16
agenices throughout the state
selected
Murray
State
1 nsversity Police Ikpartment
Sgt Robert (larks Holmes as
Its class rept-est-manse to speak
at graduation from sergeant
di-ACM)
The officers were let itgrificd
1-rtsko, fur completely the
Department
it
Kentucky
rtitUitial

Justice

training's

Ac Aden's of Police Supers o.i4in
APS. also called
the
sergeant's academy. is a three
week. 120-hour training pro
grain fin newly protnuitcd scf
geants or officers who are ors
their agent s'• promotion list to
become sergeants
Ibis class is the 21rd to corn.
plete APS since the prop aIll
hew in 21111;
While in APS. students par
titillate in classes tosusing tin
the role ot stiller% INK. as VoCII
as leadership. resolving conflict,
managing diversity. Incinitoring
•.1114. CC performance. profession
al Image. legal issues for super
isms. ethics, interpersonal

communication. etfective written communication. making
dec loons. sok tug problems,
managing critical incidents.
public speaking. emotional sursisal, budgeting and media rel.'
:ions
The program includes reading and writing assignments and
scenario-based
exercises
designed to enhance the students' ability to perforni at the
supersima lesel in their alien'
ties APS is hands-on. with As
much skill demonstration as
Irs%room work
APS is a stepping stone to the
Ikpartment of Criminal Justice
training's Criminal Justice
--f-secunve Deselopment program. which is a five-week
advanced leadership course
offered once a year for supers
stirs
Kt-mucks'. small and
medium size law enforcement
agencies Potential CJED students must rank sergeant or
rhose and he selected by a COM
111IIICC to take pan in the course
the Ikparonent of Criminal
Justice I raining isa state agency
located
Lastern Kentucky
nor-rots s c ampus

!uto BERRY/ Ledger & Times
SIGNSOF DAMAGE: Calloway County Road Department Supervisor Jodie Brooks, right, and
employee Rupert Williams display two signs found peppered with holes on Dodd and McElrath
roads recently, part of a rash of similar incidents reported across the county Calloway County
Fiscal Court is offering a $500 reward to those that can provide information leading to the
arrest of anyone abusing traffic safety signs

▪ Obama wraps.

•

From Front
()barna, who was coming from New Orleans
where he spoke about recovery from Hurricane
Katnna. also appeared at a similar rally earlier this
year in Louisville. where he was greeted by 3,000
people.
The senator said he hoped this would be the
year Kentucky would end a streak of voting for
Republican presidential nominees.
"You've got a Bluegrass state. how are you
going to have a red state young'!" he said. "It just
doesn't work.''
Obama's slut to Lexington came just a few
hours after the city memonalized the one-year
anniversary of Comair flight 5191. which killed
49 people. °barna said his prayers were with the
victims.
"I just want to add my voice to try to comprehend what a difficult tragedy that must be," he
said.
The rest of his fiery stump speech was traditional ()barna — no notes or podium.just wandering the stage with a microphone and delivering
popular applause lines to the Democratic faithful.
He talked about bnnging troops home from
Iraq, funding preschool programs, ceasing
dependence on fossil fuels for oil, providing
health care tor everyone who needs it and ending
AP
tax cuts that benefit wealthy Americans
V% hen he starts talking about those things in Sen Barack Obama,D-III, delivers a speech
Washington. °barna says, people often call him a at a campaign stop in Lexington, Ky, Sunday.
"hope peddler" or "hope monger."
I stand guilt y as charged." he said

By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
AP Economics Wnter
WASHINGTON 1AP)
Sales of existing homes
dropped for a fifth straight
month in July, falling to the
slowest pace in nearly five
years, while home prices fell
for a record 12th consecutive
month.
The National Association of
Realtors reported that sales of
existing homes dipped by 0.2
percent last month to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 5.75
million units.
Theillpiian price of a home
sold lastmonth slid to
$230,200, down by 0.6 percent
from the median price a year
ago. It marked the 12th consecutive month that home prices
have declined, a record stretch.
The deep slump in housing,
combined with recent severe
turmoil in financial markets,
has raised worries about a possible recession. But many economists believe the Federal
Reserve will ward off a fullblown downturn by reducing a
key short-term interest rate
should financial market conditions fail to stabilize.
The steep slump in housing
has trimmed overall growth for
the past year and recently the
economy has been shaken by
spillover effects in financial
markets. Rising defaults in subprime mortgages have triggered
a serious credit crunch as
investors have worried that
hedge funds and other big
investors in securities backed
by subpnme loans could suffer
serious losses.
•
The 0.2 percent drop in July
sales, compared with activity in
June, marked the fifth straight
monthly decline and left sales 9
percent below the level of a
year ago. The sales pace was
the slowest since November
2002.
By region of the country.
sales fell by 2.2 percent in the
Midwest and were unchanged
in the South. Sales rose by IS
percent in the West and 1 percent in the Northeast.

•Gonzales resigns ...
From Front

say he's done anything wrong."
Bush said testily
Gonzales, 52. called Bush on
friday to inform him ot his resignation. according to a senior
administration official who
spoke on condition of anonymity hi' not pre-empt Cam/ales'
statement The president had
Gonzales come to lunch at his
ranch on Sunday a'. a parting
gesture
Gonzales. whom Bush once
considered for appsinurnent to
the Supreme Court, is the fourth
arid the Pi iwertsall 19
that
top-ranking administration offiwere drawn Saturday night was
cial to leave since November
sold at a Speedway 1.0111.011Celle
2006 Donald H Rumsfeld, an
store
architect of the Iraq war.
111C 11111osICIr 1 011ero eIleC1.1.
resigned as defense secretary
II% c director. Kathry n A
one day after the November
Denshorn, told reporters at the
Wolfowitz
Paul
elections
store some 71) miles east or
agreed in May to step down a.s
Itidiariapolis that aside from the
president of the World Bank
winning ticket, a ticket matchafter an ethics inquiry And top
ing foe of the sis numbers was
Bush adsiser Karl Rove earlier
AP File
sold in Munster arid is worth
this month announced that he In this Jan 6 2005 file picture. Attomey General nominee Alberto Gonzales is sworn in before
$200.000
as stepping down
the start of a Senate Judiciary Committee confirmation hearing in Washington.
-Indiana IN a very lucks state
Reacting to Monday's devel- the eavesdropping authority lie
The flap user the fired prose- timony. Gonzales answered "I
It's a big day in Indiana,opments, Senate Judiciary dratted
intros ersial rules for cutor. proved to he the final don't know" and "I can't recall"
'/embalm said
Committee Chairman Patrick military war tribunals and straw
tor Gonzales, whose scores of times and even some
The Richmond store will
Leahy, 0-Vt., said
that sought to limit the legal nghts
truthfulness in testimony to Republicans said his testimony
receive S100,1iiii from the lotGontaks' department had "suf- ol detainees at titiantanamo Bay
Congress was drawn into ques- was evasive. Bush, however.
tery for selling the ticket ,
fered a severe crisis of leaderprompting lawsuits by civil tion
praised Gonzales' performance
Pow ertsall is plas cal in
ship that allowed our Justice 11N-timidlys who
said the goy.
Lawmakers said the dis- and said the attorney general
Arizona.
Connecticut,
system to he corrupted by polit- eminent was s
iolating the missals of the federal prosecu- was "honest" and "honorable"
Colorado. the District of
ical intluensx."
Constitution in its pursuit of ter- tors appeared to he politically
In 2004, Gonzales pressed to
Columbia. Delaware. Indiana,
Gonzales could not satisfy ronsts
mous ailed. and some of the fired reauthorize a secret domestic
Iti410, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky.
critics who said he had lost
indications
that
There
were
S. attorneys said they felt spying program over the Justice
Louisiana, Maine. Minnesota,
credibility over the Justice the deselopment
came sudden- pressured
to
investigate Department'.
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska.
protests
Depart ritent's handling of war
ly Bush normally handles Democrats before elections. Gonzales was White House
New Hampshire. New Mc%Ito.
rantless wiretaps related to the (*.thinet
resignations with effi- Gonzales maintained that the counsel at the time and dunng
North t arolina. North Dakota.
a
threat ot terrorism and 111C fir
ciency. only allowing news of dismissals were based the pros- dramatic hospital confrontation
Oregon.
(/klahortia.
ungs ot several I 1 attorneys
them
to
kak
when
a
successor
ecutors' lackluster performance he and then-White House chief
l'ennsslsani,m. Rhode Island,
As attorney general and eidl
has been chosen arid appearing record.
of staff Andrew Card sought
South Carolina, South Dakota,
lier as White House counsel. with both the
person departing
Thousands of documents approval from then-Attorney
Tennessee, Vermont. the Virgin
Gonrales pushed for expanded and the replacement when
the released
by
the
Justice General John Ashcroft, who was
Islands. Wisconsin and West
presidential powers. including public
announcement
was
Department show a White in intensive care
Virginia
made That was MN iii he the House /plot. hatched shortly
Ashcroft refused.
case this time, the official said
afterelhe 2004 elections, to
The White House suhsc
-Alberto Gon/ales Vil% never replace U.S. attorneys At one quently reauthorized the pro
Top S Ittillies People Choose Reed Interiors
the nght mall for this job He point. senior White House offi
gram without the departments
I. smigesne, of the tales, fabrics_ literally therearsds
lacked independence, he lacked cials. including Rove, suggested approval Later. Bush ordered
11. MOM drapers Phydweet
judgment. and he lacked the replacing all 91 prosecutors In changes to the program to help
1 assilllial mite= bedding.
spine to SA) no to Karl Rose.- ISecember 2006, eight were the department defend its legal4. COMM whoosh/Tv ..;s row titre rookie
said Senate Majonts Leader ,aalered to resign
ity
S. Moist *nip samasihdpal Is SI por Wipe ,'v re'
Harts Reid. D-Nes
In se'. eral House and Senate
The domestic surveillance
-This resignation is not the hearings into the firings. program was later declared
Rom dew bibtrIcsrion Drama:now roattenon veil, wort a aerie
haw r". our keno., •,••
end of the story Congress must (iiinrales and other Justice unconstitutional by a federal
gel to the hottotn ol this Tess Department officials tailed to judge and since has been
at Rind Marlon drfferenre foe venni*"
Dim am*
and follow the facts where they fully explain the ousters wtthout changed to require court
lead, into the White House,"
ontradicting each other
approval before surveillance
Reid warned
liunng his congressional tea- can be conducted
121 S. 12th St • 7634351

Winning Powerball
ticket sold in Indiana
RICIISIoND. Ind Al',i
There was one winning ticket
tor
the
million
S 111.4.3
l'Osserball lottery prize. and it
was sold in this city on the
Incliaria•()hto state line, lottery
off ii.ials said SlIntLIN
1 iatery official. won't know
who holds that ticket until
scarsecine comes tiav.arcl. said
Mark Sirkin. a spokesman tor
the Hoosier Lottery
"We skint how many people
if it's one person, or a bun
tired people
is the winner Vie
hase rio idea Whoeser it is
thC1.1C
SAID said
The ticket hearing the winning numbers
2. If. 23. 29. 33
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Hundreds gather to remember crash

kentuckvINIMIN
Western Kentucky man fires
shotgun at state troopers

NICHOLASV1LLE.
Ky.
(AP) — They assembled by the
hundreds Sunday to remember
MUNFORDVILLE. Ky. iAPt---- A western Kentucky man has another Sunday,one year earlier,
been arrested after he fired a shotgun at state troopers who had in which 49
lives were taken on
arrived at the man's home to investigate a complaint, police said.
a fateful airplane flight and a
Victor Long, 64, of Munfordville, was arrested on Saturday and Kentucky community
was
L.harged with two counts of attempted murder, state police said.
indelibly changed.
Troopers Daniel White and Jeremy Smith arrived at a residence
The memorial service, held at
where there had been a report of a gunshot. A statement from state a church just a few miles
from
police said when they arrived at around 6:57 p.m., Long fired one the airport where.Comair 5191
round from a shotgun at the troopers and then fled into a wooded crashed shortly after takeoff on
area near his home.
Aug. 27, 2006, celebrated the
Police obtained warrants for Long's arrest, and arrested him, lives of the victims, the efforts
state police said.
of the first responders and the
Long was also charged with disorderly conduct, possession of a outpouring of support from
firearm by a convicted felon, fleeing from police and resisting countless others.
arrest.
"This past year has given us
Long was taken to the Hart County Jail.
time to clear our eyes and
express our thanks," said Wayne
Turner, whose brother, Larry,
was among the victims.
The
large
white
GOSHEN, Ky. (AP) — A text message to her cousin during "Remembering 5191" banner
AP
Spanish class forced Allison Gullion to say "adios" to her bright that had served as a makeshift
pink cell phone, a $200 Christmas present she was so attached to she memorial at Blue Grass Airport Kentucky Gov. Ernie Fletcher gives remarks during a public memorial service in remembrance
in the days following the crash of the lives lost on Aug. 27, 2006, in the crash of Flight 5191, held at Southland Christian,
cried afterward.
- The NortivOldham High sophomore isn't the only one. Dozens was displayed Sunday on the Church on Sunday.
-.
- Of students initte Oldham County school district have been forced stage of Southland Christian
The firefighters, police offi- from his hotel room, Newberry his sentiments from shortly after,
to give up their cell phones due to too much chatting in the hallways Church.
or texting dunng lessons.
Although slightly worn by cers and airport safety officers said he thought "perhaps as the crash that "the wounds will'
"I feel it's a phenomenon we can't fight." said school board the months that had passed, the who rushed to the scene of the vividly as any time in my life, heal, but the scars, the longing,
chairwoman Joyce Fletcher.
comments of support written by crash to try to find survivors 'There but for the grace of God heart and love will live on.
Turner, who was the lone.
Oldham's policy dictates that a student caught using a cell phone well-wishers wallpapered it, from the combustible wreckage go I."
all received a standing ovation.
The most powerful imagery family member to speak,'
will have it taken away. A parent has to pick it up from school and leaving little white space.
sign a form acknowledging that if the student is caught using it
Dozens of church members, One person did survive — the of the service might have come recalled that his father often.
again at school, it will be forfeited to the board. Most of the phones many of them children, greeted co-pilot, James Polehinke. He during complete silence. Jon said, "It'll feel better when it
have been donated to shelters for battered women, who can use the the parade of cars arriving at the was pulled from the charred Weece, the church's senior min- quits hurting."
"It hasn't quit hurting for
phones to call 911 in emergencies.
parking lot for the memorial cockpit, but suffered brain dam- ister, held up a stack of posters
age,
lost
a
leg
and
broke
numerthat
told
the
number
of
people
these
families and for this corn-,
But with the number of items — and the cost to buy them — ris- with posters, broadcasting such
who died in such historic events munity, yet it is different and
ing, the school board is having second thoughts about the policy. messages as"We Love You" and ous bones.
Lexington
mayor
Jim as Pearl Harbor, Columbine, some good things have come,",
The board is considering revising the policy to allow students who "We Still Remember."
Newberry,
who
was
in
Germany
Katrina and Sept. 11.
he said. "Over the past year::
had an electronic device taken from them during the year to get it
Television reporter Denny
Eventually, Weece held up a we've learned things about our,
hack once the school year is over.
Trease, who presided during the when the crash happened,
"That thing wasn't cheap," said Joni Burnett, Allison's mother."I one-hour, 15-minute ceremony, recalled boarding a Comair sign that said "5191" and anoth- _loved ones and ourselves we
understand that they shouldn't have them during school, but don't read the names of each of the 49 regional jet to Atlanta a day ed.- er that said "49." Other posters hadn't known. We know that
take them away."
victims, as they were displayed her — the same route scheduled said that figure "Is More than a families can become strongee
one-by-one on four large to be taken by flight 5191. As he Number," "Is more than a List." through adversity."
watched the coverage overseas
Gov. Ernie Fletcher repeated
screens.

Schools struggle over what to do
about ever-present cell phones

Officials hail opening of academy
for gifted students

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. t AP) — Robert Runyon says he was
often bored at his old high school in eastern Kentucky because it
wasn't challenging enough. Now he has a fresh opportunity in new
surroundings.
Advocates for Kentucky's brightest students last week celebrated the dedication of the new Academy of Math and Science in
Kentucky at Western Kentucky University.
The academy is the first of its kind in Kentucky — and only the
14th in the nation. Each year it will admit high school students
based on such things as standardized test scores, grades and recommendations.
Instead of spending their final years in regular high schools, students will enroll in the academy and live in a special dormitory on
campus. They will take courses alongside Western students, and at
the end will have earned college credits, in addition to completing
high school.

9/11 memorial tour to make stop in Lexington
NEW YORK (AP) — The Sept. 11
memorial is taking a new name, survivors'
stories and artifacts from its planned museum on a national tour that begins in South
Carolina on the eve of the terrorist attacks'
sixth anniversary.
The 15-city tour throughout the South
and Midwest is modeled after the 1980s
campaign that raised money to renovate the
Statue of Liberty by establishing it as a
national icon, organizers say.
"We are building a national symbol here
that people are going to look at and hopefully associate as being American," said Joseph
Daniels, president of the memorials founda-

tion.
Previously known as the World Trade
Center Memorial, the memorial's official
name is now the National September 11
Memorial & Museum at the World Trade
Center. The memorial debuted a new logo
and Internet address Tuesday.
Daniels said "World Trade Center" was
dropped from the beginning of the memorial's name to better reflect the scope of the
attacks that also hit the Pentagon and
brought down a jetliner in a Shanksville,
Pa., field. The city lists 2,750 people killed
in the New York attacks, including a woman
who died months later of lung disease; 224

died at the Pentagon and in Pennsylvania.
The national tour begins on Sept. 10 in
Columbia, S.C., home to the company fabri-.
cating thousands of tons of steel for the memorial. Two 37-foot-long, 4-ton beams
that will be installed at the memorial will
travel with foundation leaders, Sept. II sur-.•
vivors, and exhibits including a firefighter's.
helmet, and the watch and building IDs of a'
man who escaped from the north tower.
Other stops planned include Cincinnati.:'
Des Moines, Iowa; Madison, Wis.:: Pittsburgh; and Lexington, Ky. Tour organ-''
izers said they planned stops at cities like'
Boston, San Francisco and Denver.

ONLY $15.00 TO ANYONE WHO NEEDS HELP BUT HAS NEVER BEEN TO A CHIROPRACTOR BEFORE
(Or Hasn't Been in A Long Time)
Dear Friend,
If you've ever thought about
going to a chiropractor but
you've hesitated because you
weren't sure it was right for
you. please read on...
My name is Dr. Jon Wuest.
In honor of Labor Day, I
have agreed to "give away" to
(anyone who asks for it) $150
of my services for only $15 that's right, $15.
In the years since I began
my practice, I've helped hundreds of people feel better and
live healthier, more productive lives through chiropractic
care. And now I'd like to
even
more
introduce
Calloway County residents to
the many benefits our profession has to offer.
For instance, chiropractic
care may be able to help you if
you're suffering from any of
the following conditions:

care and see what it can do for
you, now is the best time to do
so because...
For 10 days only, $15 will
get you all the services I normally charge new patients
more than $150 for!
What does this offer include?
Everything.
Take a look at what you will
receive...
• An in-depth consultation
about your health and
well-being
• A complete chiropractic
spinal examination
• A full set of specialized
X-rays to determine if a
misalignment in your
spine is causing your
pain or symptoms...
(NOTE: nobody gives
these kinds of X-rays
away free, they would
normally cost you at

• Migraine headaches
• Lower back pain
• Numbness or soreness in
your arms or legs
• Constant fatigue; lack of

• An analysis of your
X-rays and spinal exam
results to see what needs
to be done to help relieve
your problem
• Helpful literature that
shows you how your
body works and why you
experience pain
• Answers to all your most
probing questions about
chiropractic care and
what it can do for you...
The appointment will not
take long at all. And like I
said. I normally charge $150
for this (most of which just
covers the full set of X-rays).
But for now, as part of this
special offer, you can come in
and find out for certain if you
need chiropractic care and
how it might help you
eliminate the pain you are
feeling.

energy
• Muscle spasms. sprains
& strains
These symptoms can be
caused whenever the vertebrae in your spine are out of
alignment because these "misalignments" directly affect
your nervous system.
Fortunately, if you are suffering from any of these problems or similar afflictions
right now, they may be
relieved or eliminated by
proper chiropractic treatment
(commonly called adjustment).
So. if you've always wanted
to "check out" chiropractic

least $100).

Meet the Doctor
Before you come in, though,
you will probably want to
know a little bit about me. So
let me tell you...

Aside from a stint in the US
Army and going away to chiropractic college I have
resided in Calloway County
for the past 33 years. I have a
wonderful wife, Michelle. and

three terrific kids, Nicholas.
Maggie and Katelyn.
I graduated from Lire
College of Chiropractic in
2000, where I received recognition for clinical proficiency
as well as chiropractic radiological theory and practice. I
have done post-graduate work
in the research and science of
chiropractic. I have also taken
multiple courses dealing with
injuries and treatment associated with motor vehicle accidents. I am certified by the
Board
National
of.
Chiropractic Examiners.
Does Chiropractic Really
Work?

administered by medical doctors", a major British study
has concluded. "Chiropractic
almost certainly confers
worthwhile long-term benefit
in comparison with hospital
•outpatient management," said
Dr. T.W. Meade, a British
medical doctor who headed
the study conducted at eleven
hospitals and chiropractic
clinics.
Federal Medical Study
Endorses Chiropractic For
Back Pain - US Agency For
Health
Care
Federal
Medical Study Policy and
Research
December 8, 1994 - A panel
of 23 doctors headed by Dr.
Stanley Bis, M.D., professor of Orthopedic Surgery,
studied 39()0 medical articles
on low back pain. Their conclusions were that "chiropractor's manipulation of the spine
was more helpful than any of
the following: traction, massage. biofeedback, acupuncture, injection of steroids into
the spine, back corsets and
ultrasound."
Would you like even more

proof that chiropractic works?
Then listen to these
comments from a few of my
patients...
Patient Success Stories
I had severe numbness in
both of my feet. I mean I
Absolutely! Here are some couldn't feel anything. My
findings from studies done by friends and family told me
chiropractors and orthopedic they thought it was diabetes.
Well, I'm not diabetic.
surgeons...
My wife convinced me to go
Harvard Medical School
see her chiropractor. Dr. Jon
Health Letter
Wuest. and what can I say
September, 1990
"Chiropractic treatment of other then women are usually
low back pain, which affects right. I've been under care for
75 million Americans, is supe- close to 2 months and have
rior to the standard regimen regained feeling in 9 out of 10

toes.
Sincerely,
William Underhill
I started getting neck pain
and headaches about a year
ago after having a four wheeler accident. The headaches
were almost constant and it
even hurt to touch the back of
my neck.
I have been seeing Dr. Wuest
for a couple of months and
both the headaches and neck
pain are gone. I really appreciate the fact that Dr. Wuest sat
me down and told me exactly
what was wrong with me and
how long it would take to fix.
The staff is awesome too.
Everyone's been great.
- J. Payne
Due to the pain in my
shoulder I was unable to enjoy
my favorite hobby, bowling.
For well over a year I tried

different doctors, therapies
and medications. I experienced some relief but nothing

long term and lasting.
I came across Dr. Wuest's
article in the paper and
thought "what have I got to
lose." He showed me on the xray how the cushion between
the bones in my neck was
thinning and how-'.that was
putting pressure on the nerve
that runs to my shoulder. He
also said he could help me.
Last week I bowled two
games on two different days
and felt great.
Sincerely • -Cathern Wyatt
Guarantee of Great Service
Ohs iously. 1 cannot guarantee results. No one can. But
there is one guarantee I can
give you. and that is a guarantee to give my hest effort.

Plus, if I do not think I can

help you, I will tell you and
refer you to a specialist who
might be able to help.
Limited Time Offer
Obviously, with an offer like
this, I cannot afford to do it for

very long, so I picked August
27th through September 7th.
If you would like to take me
up on my offer to see what
chiropractic can do for you.
all you have to do is call our
office and set up an appointment„
PHONE(270)759-1945
Call this number only
Call anytime between the
hours of 8-12 and 2-5 Monday
through Friday. Tell the
receptionist you would like to
come in for the Special
Examination
Introductory
through
August
27th
September 7th.
I expect to get flooded with

appointments for this event.
so please call as soon as possible to assure that you do not
miss out.
Thank you very much, and I
look forward to trying to help
you get rid of your pain so you
can start living a healthier and
more productive life.

Sincerely,
Dr. Jon Wuest

Dr. Jon Wuest D.0
1313 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Due to insurance regulations. Medicare and some
other insurance may be
excluded from this offer.
Any further treatment shall
be agreed upon in writing and
signed by both parties.
You have the right to
rescind within seventy two
(72) hours any obligation to
pay for services performed in

addition to this free or discounted service.
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Taking a gamble
clear exactly how
FRANKFORT, Ky. — It has become
his anti-gambling
on
ing
gambl
is
er
much Gov Ernie Fletch
hing.
everyt
theme
ction
re-ele
and it showed
His first television ad debuted last week
casino in Aurora.
Fletcher standing in front of a gambling
social ills that occur
Ill. with Fletcher warning of all the
s in their midst.
when communities allow gambling casino
Officials in Aurora were not amused.
It seems the city, the second largest in
Illinois. enjoys a per-capita income well
ul
above that in Kentucky. It is most gratef
for the IFICMIlle the city receives from its
casino. And the irony is that Aurora's repr
resentative in the U.S. Congress is forme
t.
Republican House Speaker Dennis Haster
hardly a screeching liberal when it comes
to so-called family values Issues.
in
TAliparendy-the_Aurota ad is ..the_fint
_ a serious focusing on the bad that bap-pens to cities with gambling casinos.
Fletcher's November opponent. former
By Todd Duvall
for
Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear, couldn't ask
Syndicated
of
better coverage of his position in favor
Columntst
allowing the voters to decide on a constiKentucky racetutional amendment permitting casinos at
casinos on the
anding
freest
lour
to
two
from
tracks and
state.. borders
ted allowing a
Once upon a time. Fletcher himself suppor
nant goverlieute
ged
estran
er's
sok on the issue. and Fletch
four years prolast
the
of
much
,
spent
Pence
Steve
nor.
new state revenues
moting nw casino issue as a source of
field day sifting
And the anti-Fletcher Mops are having a
how much
just
reveal
to
s
record
e
through campaign financ
the years front
campaign cash Fletcher has accepted over
gambling-related interests.
rushing to
I.ast week, while the General Assembly was
to coal
ives
incent
tax
mg
is
a
ation
legisl
s
er
appros e Fletch
in
plants
ersion
cons
e
s
spensi
companies that construct e
would be in Eastnor
gover
the
think
would
you
cky.
Kentu
legislation will generern Kentucky extolling the wealth his
region
coal
the
in
ate
to begin his
Instead. Fletcher was in Eastern Kentucky
"No Casino -fiiur" of the state
ng.•.
Ibis Nos ft is a referendum on casino gambli
!filcher told a crowd in Pikes ille
occurred 20
-Mats certainly true. but the real referendum
bet everylson
Vtilka
ce
Walla
.sears ago when businessman
t a field of politiagains
ng
runni
in
y
lotter
state
A
on
thing
for governor, including
cal pros in the Democratic Primary
at
Beshe
Stese
m. Wilkinson won
('onhrary to all received political wisdo
the voters of Kenthe primary and November election, and
the c on•titution. tucky appros ed a lottery amendment to
the lottery ever
g
playin
y
Kentut.k Luis Have been merril
ng its cut of
enjoyi
been
has
nment
goser
state
since, and
es going
lamifi
about
rn
conce
the action without the least
hall tickets
Power
on
hing
everyt
spent
daddy
while
hungry
states reapIwo Je5.itics ago Kentucky voters saw other
wanted in on the
they
ed
decid
and
lls
aindta
lottery
ing
ckians have been flocking
4Cilori lair the last decade. Kentu
Illinois to the tune of
to gamblina casinos in Indiana and
.ind I believe on
year,
a
s
dollar
of
tis
niilliui
hundreds of
want to spend their
they
Nos b many of them will decide
i
home
s
gambling dollar
to look at how
Het,her w mild base been hotel ads ised
the Democratic
into
him
led
propel
on
positi
casino
.
.
Hi:shear
had been in
he
nced
annou
s
niimmation in May and simpl
along
all
sole
public
a
of
fasor
of
that 'A t.ultl have taken some of the wind out
er to go around
Fletch
ed
allow
and
gn
ampai
tall
.
.
shear
Brthe World
touting his role in the new Louisville Arena.
and all those
laitiestrian Gamca. the energs legislation
primary victory.
checks he handed out before his own May
frorn__ ..
away_
ion
attent
It u ka.S1. *Oat!.h•LISAIS cried
chief
er's
Fletch
from
away
and
th
streng
main
lieshear's
pardons
weakness, the hiring scandal, indictments and
Beshear's strength
_ Instead Fletcher is reminding voters of
remind them of
to
ar
Bevhc
ng
allowi
and, at the yank time.
Fletcher's weakness • .
her, roll
In gambling escrything on anti-gambling. Fletc
up snake
of the dice looks very much like it will come
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1-hr Senate passed energy legislation
on Friday making incentives available
for potential energy facility including
in
$3 billion coal to natural gas plant
cky
Kentu
western
After receiving the bill from the
House on Wednesday. 1113 I was voted
out of the Senate Agriculture & Natural
Resources Committee Thursday night
Fnday the Senate passed the hill with
a vote of 33-1.
It now goes to the governor to he
signed into law
Senate and House groups worked in
hi-partisan manner to craft this commonsense legislation that will create
thousands of construction jobs and hundreds of high-paying permanent jobs in
cast and west Kentucky The facility
under consideration in west Kentucky
would bring more than 2.500 construction lobs and up to 350 high paying
propermanent jobs to that region and
duce synthetic natural gas.
Through this legislation our state
stands as a leader in reducing our
tdependence on foreign oil and protec
es
ing our env ironment The hill includ
several provisions that seek to protect
and help the environment
The legislation requires any facility
be
constructed in the commonwealth to
l
federa
all
with
y
compl
ready to fully

persistence and hard work
environmental regula- Through our
was kept, alive and as a
ive
initiat
this
tions regarding carhas a strong piece of
cky
result Kentu
bon dioxide. The
serve as a model
will
that
ation
legisl
proalso
legislation
y.
countr
the
hout
throug
vides a $.5 million
While not included in this session,
appropnation to the
the Senate remains ready to also
Kentucky Geological
of military income
Survey to drill a test address the issues
domestic partner benefits
tion,
exemp
tax
and
east
in
well
and funding for university projects.
west Kentucky to
should the governor issue an additional
determine the most
All of these measures were a part
call.
to
r
manne
nt
Legislative efficie
governor's first call and all
the
of
sequester, or store.
te
Upda
received broad hi-partisan support in the
carbon dioxide deep
Senate. I am still hopeful the House
By Sen Ken
in
Also
underground.
will see the significance of the issues
Winters
the legislation is lanR-Murray
and remain in discussion with the
guage to make all
administration and the Senate.
state vehicles and
Even though the second special sesbuildings more energy efficient
sion of the General Assembly has conHB I also does several things to
cluded, your input during the interim
This
benefit academics in Kentucky.
continues to be very important and 1
legislation creates a student loan forwould like to encourage everyone to
cky
Kentu
s
entice
giveness program that
our offices with any questions or
call
students- to. study energy related fields
concerns toll-free at 1-800-372-7181.
such as chemistry, geology. and engiKenin
work
neering as long as they
Sen. Ken Winters. R-Murray. is the
tucky for at least five years. This is
chairman ot the Senate Education Comone measure that will help stop the
mic
mittee. tie also serves on the Econo
in
ed
suffer
"brain-drain- our state has
Labor Comand
m.
Touris
t.
opmen
Devel
the areas of science and mathematics.
mittee and the Veterans. Military
I am very pleased with the bipartis. and Public Protection CommitAffair
san spirit the Senate maintained
tee.
throughout this energy legislation.

Different views of Ky.'s image
LOUISVILLE. Ky. 1AP) As a member of Lotusvilk's
economicaleveltipment team.
Carmen Hickerson cringes
whenever Kentucky is portrayed unflattenngls It doesn't
help win over business
prospects, she said, when a
comedian alas up stereotypical
slew., tor when a show focuses on pockets of povaay or
those lacking education.
-That drives us crary
because we feel like we have
so much momentum... she
said, adding "I'm sure MAW
people glom onto that Ana
say, Shell. that must be the
was it still is
In a stale known for as
scenic beauty but with some
at the nation's poorest coun
ties and worst health rankings
the gubernatorial candidates
were asked about Kentucky
national image as part of an
00CITt1
Al' litlf•Ilt11111alre
tilt-1(1TM stews of how the
stair has fared.
"My admuustrauon has
worked hard to improve Kentucky's national and internsuncial image.- said Republican
Gov Ernie Fletcher. vying for
a second term in the Nov 6
election
To back up his claims of
progress. Fletcher pointed to
Kentucky's "Unbridled Slant
hrand, a revamped Medicaid
system he touts as a national
model the spread of highspeed Internet &ecru and
growth in ernpit,yeraporisonal
health are that he say• leads
the nation
The Stale Is getting ready
to host the 201114 Ryder Cup
and 2010 World Equestrian
Games. putting Kentucky in
the international sports spotlight for more than the first

for Ronald Reagan's funeral
flew into restricted airspace -setting off a panic at the
By Bruce Schreiner
Capitol.
E. King Alexander. a KenWhitesturg in southeastern
Saturday of each May. when
native TIOK living in
states
tucky
the
Kentucky, said
the Kentucky Deftly is run at
California. said Kentucky
d bag"
-mixe
a
is
image
Churchill Downs
made strides in the 1990s
-Trying to get people to
DeMOLTILIC challenger Steve
with education reforms that
things in the
good
the
at
look
hurt
has
er
Fletch
Beshear said
the nation's attention.
caught
bad
the
see
not
and
hag.
to
ng
Kentucky's image. pointi
momentum was
That
erni
long-t
a
not
is
.
things
an investigation into Fletcher
stopped with reports about
ing the
unprov
for
gy
strate
a
-hinngs
achninistration
scandal in Kentucky. he said,
image of Kentucky." Davis
prohe that drew national attennoting the investigation of
said
tion Beabear said it was an
Fletcher administration hirings.
polish
to
way
hest
The
nment
gover
example that "bad
is
said,
Also. Fletcher's predecessor,
he
.
image
ky's
Kentuc
is a drag on economies...
Piltt011, was caught up in
Paul
issues
tough
on
to take
Its no coincidence that
a scandalous extnunantal affair
about
heater
were
we
"If
gone
has
my
Kentucky's econo
that tainted his second term.
educating our kids, taking
nowhere under Lime Fletcher
irnag
Alexander — a former
and
iment
of our envina
while his administration has
y State University presifuture,
Murra
the
of
jobs
the
'rung
uon,
eorrup
been plagued with
left in 20115 to
less
who
it
dent
whole
a
be
could
we
tilinyism and incompetence...
ent of California
e
..•
presid
image
becom
our
about
concerned
he said
State University, Long Beach
said
he
under
that
Beshear argues
- said most people know litFletcher says that "bit by
Fletcher's leadership Kentucky
tk
about Kentucky. 'hut when
ing
becom
is
bet" Kentucky
has slipped further behind
see had things, they sort
know
they
we
leader
al
nation
"the
l
severa
in
Mk 1St of the nation
has
'That's Kentucky.•ky
'Lay.
.
of
Kentuc
Still.
he"
can
it
important CC0flornk: caleguwles
Kentucky can "get hack on
of jokes dunng
butt
the
been
r
whethe
into
penile
The
track- by making more
his term
Fletcher.s administration ilk
that
progress in education and
out
got
word
When
galls rewarded political sup
health care. Alexander said
g for a
lookin
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state
the
state
ted
protec
porters with
for
Ewell Balltnp. former head
fodder
e
becam
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,
slogan
of
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;ohs resulted in a numbe
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the Kentucky Appalachian
Jay
of
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comed
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late-ni
indictments. irseluding against
"Kentucky
Commissitin. said the state's
ted
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national image is unfair,
. arid "Kentucky
"
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ire
though
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state
The first
em were dripped in an agree
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age" Fletch
marri
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samethough
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Obituaries
C.W. Jones
C.W. Jones,86, South 16th Street, Murray,died Sunday. Aug. 26,
2007, at 1:47 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Neutress Smith
Mrs. Neutress Smith, 89, Ryan Avenue, Murray, died Sunday.
Aug. 26, 2007, at 3:06 crn. at Spring Creek Health Care.
She was a member of Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
Her husband. Jay E. Smith; two sisters, Estelle Grogan and Euda
Bow lari; and two brothers, C.R. Outland and Noble Outland, all preceded her in death. Born Sept. 20. 1917, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late Jaby Outland and Cozy Surratt Outland.
Survivors include one nephew and eight nieces.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after II a.m. Wednesday.

Ellyn Katie Driver
The funeral for Ellyn Katie Driver will be at
today (Monday) at 4 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Burial will follow in the
Benton Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Driver, 24, College Courts, Murray. died
Thursday. Aug. 23, 2007, at 8:45 a.m. in the 800
block of College Courts on Murray State's campus.
She was a waitress at Cracker Barrel.
Her grandfather, Richard Lindsey, preceded her
in death.
Driver
Survivors include her husband, Justin Driver.
Farmington; one daughter, Alyxia Driver, and one son, Louis Driver,
both of Murray; her mother, Susan Ryun Lindsey, Sheridan, Wyo.;
her father, Jeff Lindsey, Gilbensville; three sisters, Ruth Mason,
Isendorph Air Force Base, Ala., Linda Lindsey, Sheridan, Michelle
Prince, Seattle. Wash.; two brothers, Wesley Lindsey. Rapid City,
S.D.. and Nicholas Prince. Sacramento, Calif.; grandparents, Martha
Lindsey, Benton. Joan Ruth Allred, Sheridan, Forrest Ryun,
Monroe, Wash.; mother-in-law, Tracy Driver, Graves County:
father-in-law, Tony Driver, Benton; sister-in-law. Summer Driver,
Mayfield; brother-in-law, Dustin Driver, Fort Huachuca, Ariz.;
grandfather-in-law, Louis Driver. Gilbertsville.

Billy Smith Darnell
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Ohio hopes for federal help
By EMILY ZEUGNER
Associated Press Writer
COLUMBUS, Ohio (API Gov. Ted Strickland surveyed
the heavily flooded village of
Ottawa and called on the federal
government to declare a major
disaster for nonh-central Ohio.
Strickland toured the region
with
Federal
Emergency
Management Agency officials
Sunday as residents removed
piles of waterlogged carpet,
couches and upended refrigerators from their homes as they
began the cleanup from the
flooding.
"It's difficult to exaggerate or
embellish upon what's happened
here. It's absolutely devastating," Strickland said.
Strickland wants the federal
government to declare a major
disaster in the pans of Ohio
inundated by the past week's
powerful storms and record
floods that were blamed for at
least 18 deaths in the Midwest.
He said a declaration could
come early Monday.
In southern Michigan, utility
crews had restored power to all
but 20,000 of 427,000 homes
and businesses left without
power two days earlier.
The
National
Weather
Service confirmed that tornadoes touched down in six areas
Friday along an 80-mile line in
the state, destroying at least 250
homes and businesses in Fenton.
"Fenton sustained the greatest amount of damage where the
tornado path widened to-approximately one-quarter mile including the snapping and
uprooting of hundreds of trees."

A graveside service for Billy Smith Darnell was Sunday at 2 p.m.
at Edwards Cemetery. Benton. David Hendrickson and Josh
Herndon officiated.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. c/o Catherine Sivills, 803 Poplar St., Murray. Ky.,
42071.
Mr. Darnell. 78, Sid Darnall Road, Benton. died Friday, Aug. 24,
2007, at 2 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
A retired chemical operator from Air Products, he was a member
of Union Hill Church of Christ, where he was a song leader and deacon for 40 years.
By CHELSEA J. CARTER
He was preceded in death by his parents. Raymond Darnell and and JENNIFER DOBNER
Lillie Smith Darnell.
Associated Press Writers
Survivors include his wife, Maxine Lyles Darnell; one son.
HUNTINGTON, Utah AP)
Kenneth R. Darnell and wife, Karen, Murray; three grandchildren; - Rescuers admit it's a long
six great-grandchildren.
shot, but a robotic camera
dropped deep inside a Utah
mountain could be the best
Mrs. Dora Alice Brock
Ftie funeral for Mrs. Dora Alice Brock was Sunday at 2 p.m. in chance officials have of finding
the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. with Rev. Larry any sign of six men missing for
Logsdon officiating. Burial was in the Marshall County Memorial 21 days in a caved-in coal mine.
The 8-inch robot was lowered
Gardens.
Mrs. Brock. 80. Nelson Lane. Benton, died Friday. Aug. 24, more than 1,500 feet through a
narrow hole to scope out the
2007, at 8 a.m. in Benton.
A homemaker, she was a member of Pleasant Hope Baptist "survivable space- inside the
mine Sunday, although mine
Church.
She was preceded in death by her husband. Marshall Edmond executives, safety officials and
Brock; her parents. Bert Wilson Nelson and Betty Alsee Collie technology experts estimate the
Nelson; five sisters, Jackie Hunter, Helen Andrews, Ruby Eilers, chances of success at less than 50
Madell Esta Nelson and Dons Jean Nelson: one brother, Ray percent.
"It's a long shot, and I repeat.
Nelson; one grandchild; and one great-grandchild.
Survivors include five daughters. Mrs. Barbara Ann McLeod and it's a long shot. But we owe it to
husband. Jack, Murray, Mrs. Linda Sue Gore Morton and husband, the families to do everything we
Nicky. Hardin, and Mrs. Marcella Jane Smith and husband, Joe, can to locate their loved ones."
Mrs. Janice Carol McCoy and husband. Jim. and Mrs. Jackie Lynn said Jack Kuzar, a district managHolt and husband. Jimmy, all of Benton; one brother, Donald er for the federal Mine Safety and
Nelson, Washington; three sisters, Joy Gregory, Michigan. Betty Jo Health Administration.
The camera arrived Friday
(Becky) Henson, Benton, and Eva Ruth Sanders. Henderson; 11
and was tested over the weekend
grandchildren: 16 great-grandchildren.
before being lowered into the
mine Sunday night. Images from
Mrs. Robbie A. Gore
A graveside service for Mrs. Robbie A. Gore the camera were expected some
:
will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at the Marshall County time Monday.
Memorial Gardens. Collier Funeral Home, Benton,
The camera is similar to the
is in charge of arrangements.
one used to search within the
No visitation is scheduled.
wreckage of the World Trade
Donations in lieu of flowers are encouraged.
Center in New York City after the
Mrs. Gore. 88, formerly of Kirksey. died Sept. II, 2001.terrorist attacks. It
Sunday. Aug. 19, 2007. at Victoria Care Center. is programmed to take images in
Ventura, Calif., from complications of Alzheimer's the darkened cavern from about
disease.
50 feet away with the help of a
She was preceded in death by her husband.
200-wart light, can travel 1.(XX)
Gant
Willie Gore, to whom she was married for 46 years.
feet from the end of the test hole
in 1981.
and has SOMC ability to move
Survivors include one son. Don, and wife, Deanna, Shell Beach.
around the rubble.
Calif.; two grandsons. David and Daniel, and one great-granddaughRobin Murphy. director of the
ter. Alyssa Deanna. all of southern California; many friends and relnstitute for Safety Security
atives in Marshall and Graves counties.

AP
Volunteers clean up after flooding at St Peter and Paul Catholic School on Sunday in Ottawa.
Ohio
the weather service said in a
statement.
Emergency shelters shut
down Sunday because almost all
Fenton residents whose houses
were destroyed or damaged
apparently found shelter with
relatives, said Dick Beauchamp.
damage assessment officer for
the Genesee-Lapeer Chapter of
the American Red Cross.
"Everybody apparently had
someplace to go,- Beauchamp
said. "Pretty much everybody is
-insured-so I doubt we'll have
any client casework to do."
In Wisconsin, President Bush
issued a disaster declaration in

five counties after a Federal
Emergency
Management
Agency assessment a day earlier.
The disaster declaration
means residents can apply for
assistance, including grants for
temporary housing and home
repairs and low-cost loans to
cover uninsured property losses.
Amtrak
announced
it
resumed normal passenger rail
service between the Twin Cities
in Minnesota and La Crosse.
Wis., after track near Winona.
Minn.. damaged by last weekend's flooding was repaired, a
company spokesman said.

Meanwhile, the remnants of
what was once Hurricane Dean
soaked Southern California on
Sunday afternoon, with up to
three inches of rain falling on
the deserts of southwest San
Diego County.
Motorists were stranded its
flooded washes alongside a
road in the Anza-Borrego
Desert State Park. and lightning-struck power lines left
I 4,3(X) customers without
power for almost five hours, a
spokeswoman for San Diego
Gas & Electric said. About
1,800 remained without power
Sunday afternoon.

Miners' families maintain hope

k

A long-time. employee of General Motors as a seamstress, she
expenencedtrie onset of Alzheimer's in 1990. Dunng World War II.
she and her husband moved to Detroit to work, but longed to return
to Kentucky. which they did upon their retirement in 1976 after 30
years in the auto industry. Mrs. Gore resided in Kirksey until 1992,
when she moved to California.

Emergency system will notify
UK campus via e-mails, texts
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
The University of Kentucky has
4eptio.1 up security =awns and is
buying an emergency commurucatam system that could readi gotknts, faculty. and staff through text
messages and e-mails.
XTicials said they were aLso in
the pnicess it drvekming a plan to
post emergency procedures in
ciassmoms. labs and oder canvas
kicanota anti that a group of adranignitors will take a Decorum* of
Homeland Secunty class next
month. the Lrxingion fIrroldbuder reported.
The school and Lexington
patml and
coke arr working
issue flyers with safety tips in
neighhotfitmis near the campus.the
school slid.

"Particular emphasis

IS

bring

pleas)si astorcement of party and
noise ordinancm. as well as viola
nom of underage drinking regulaDom," the school said.
University President Lee Todd
armed a campus safety oommittee
dui began meeting this strnmetto
develop new safety efforts. the
school said
The school IS also using its
Web site with mote safety alerts
and the school's Offices of
Emergency Management's entergcncy response guide posted
there. The school said it was also
training students, faculty and stafi
to recognize potential waminy
signs in individual behavior.
In dams, 240 security carneras
are linked direcdy to university
police, and exterior doors requite.
students to use a key card to enter

to two days.
"Everytx)dy, you know, was
kind of smiling a little bit about
the seventh hole,- Sanchez said.
"It brings the hope back up. We
needed that and we're going to
keep going until we find these
guys."
Families had expected officials to halt rescue efforts
Sunday, after mine co-owner
Bob Murray said earlier he
would shutter the mine and
entomb the men if the sixth hole
found no sign of life.
That announcement followed
a second collapse Aug. lb that
.killed three people and wounded
AP - -Six who were digging horizontalRobert Murray, center, chairman of Cleveland-based Murray ly through massive mounds of
Energy Corp., embraces Dave Canning, left, and Mike debris inside the mine.
Federal mining officials have
Glassom, right, two miners in charge of drilling bore holes into
the Crandall Canyon Mine, during a news conference north- said the instability of the mountain makes it too risky to resume
west of Huntington Utah, on Sunday.
underground digging or to drill a
Rescue Technology at the leaving miners Kerry Allred. hole wide enough to send a
University of South Florida. said Don Erickson. Luis Hernandez, manned rescue capsule into the
it was not clear if the 8-inch cam- Carlos Payan, Brandon Phillips mine, something families have
era would tit down the 8 5/8-inch and Manuel Sanchez trapped called for.
hole and into the mine, much less inside. It's unclear if the men surSeismologists describe the
make it past the loose rock and vived the blast.
mountain as cruthbling in upon
other debris in the borehole.
Officials • so began drilling a itself, bursting support pillars as
-"There's mud, there's rocks; seventh hole Sunday. hoping, to the rock _shifts.
there's things that make it unfa- break into the mine's "kitchen."
The mining'industry PrOVides- vorable." she said.
an area where miners are trained the economic backbone of eastBut the brother of one of the to find safety during a collapse. ern Utah's Emery and Carbon
missing miners said- families The area is about I.8(X) feet counties, where mines have been
were hopeful.
below the surface, and while part of the landscape since the
"We've got a lot to learn from mine bosses would not estimate a early 1900s and generations of
the camera and we're all hoping timetable for completion, previ- men and women follow their relit will do a good job for us." ous drilling efforts have taken up atives underground.
Cesar Sanchez said.
The camera was being lowered into one of six bore holes
drilled through the mountain
since Aug. 6, when a thunderous
mountain bump caused the nbof the mine shaft
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Beginning Knitting Clas
nter
scheduled at senior ceSenior Citizens
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Ladlesof theOaks
Ihe Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will play golf
on Wednesday morning at the
club with Jo Anne Auer and
Dot l'inch as hostesses Signup Is not necessary
A potluck luncheon and business meeting will follow golf
play. All members are encouraged to attend and bring a
dish for the meal
Winners ot golf play on
Aug 22 were Laura Parker,
Janet Kirk and Cynthia Diunail. first place, extra shot taken.
Della Miller. Brenda Parker.
Patsy Woodall and Kay Gupton, second place.
Ladies Tuesday Night Golf
will he played at 5:30 p.m.
Tuesday at the- club. Apcitluck
meal will be served after golf
e as
play with Melonic Low
.
ate,
fit
Photo provided
Lowe announced winners of
of the annuers
winn
were
who
team
folGolf
as
County Club Ladies
golf play on Aug 21
Pictured are members of Murray
lows
Sullivan-Parker Cup tournament
Debbie Dick, Cynthia Dar- al
nie
nall, Pam Williams. Melo
Lowe and Deborah Boyle, first
place. Patsy NCAIC, Linda on.
The Murray Country Club
Cathy Young and Belinda
place
nd
seco
hosted the annual Sullivan Elliott.
2(1The format used was first Parker Golf Cup on July
.
three holes scramble. next three
The tournament is in honor
holes Best Ball and last three
of current members of both
holes Alternate shot
Lairanna Thornton, match clubs. Laura Parker of Oaks
all Country Club and Jolene. Sulplay chairperson. has asked
interested ladies to sign up Ivian of the Murray cub.
A dinner was served for all
during August for play in September by calling 270293-9753. players at the Murray club
prior to the tournament on July
The date has not been set

Jo's
Datebook

group will
Breast Cancer ort
Group will meet

Tuesday 'at
Supp
Breast Cancer
ness. For
Center for Health & Well
p.m. in the classroom at
.
2462
489at
Wallis
information contact Evelyn

r will meet
TOPS Chapte
of TOPS, #616 will

meet Tuesday from 9:
Murray Chapter
North Fifth St., Mur-.
11
ch,
Chur
to 10 a.m. at First Christian
For more
e) Visitors are welcome.
ray. (Note change in plac
.
4625
227or
9080
753at
information call Joyce

V171e17/

Auni Teresa
Hale Nolcox

Hale and Joy
the parents of
daughter. Aunt Teresa Hale.
horn on Sunday. July 29. 2007,
at 12 04 p ni at Murray -Calloway County Hospital
the baby weighed X pounds
ounces and measured 20 1/2
last ll

of

Murtd!. Mr

(trandparents are Karen and
(*harks Hart. limber Hale and
trnmy Joe Hale. all i4 Mur

LEDGER Z(TIMES
Call 753-1916
Monday-Friday
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

at 7 p.m at the
Murray Singles (SOS)
ion call Pat at
rmat
info
For
ry.
Calloway County Public Libra
.
6043
293at
489-29(19 or Mike
Photo provided
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by *Anita Psalm
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ta.1 HUMS morning luo
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and
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rn1o.n1 Mr iountis ham
with them
all the other tristinungi
memthing
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io and St•ow
going on in the
all the tikiteS
Rushing %aught

. Murray Country Club, left and
Pictured are Jertene Sullivan
Club. for which the Cup tournaLaura Parker, Oaks Country
ment is named

hilt!ris pediatIllS

A Beginning Pinochle Class
older will be
offered at Murray -Calloway
County Senior ( awns Center, located in the %calks Corn mummy Center Classes will be
held each Wednesday in Sepin
tember from 4 to II am
room
n
atio
educ
the
Conducted by 1-rancis Lath
am. the class size will he Inn
lied For information or to sign
up. call the center at 753-0929
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plans drive
Youth Swim Teham
recruitSwim team(MYST)will have a

Alabama School of Medicine
at Birmingham. Ma., and did
his residency at Vanderbilt Um('hildren's Hospital.
Tenn.
tile,
s
Nash
1)r. Stubblefield is the um
of Dr. Terry and Deborah Stub

bletield of Collierville. Tenn.
He is the grandson of Ewing
Stubblefield and the late
Youlanda McClure Stubblefield
of Hazel, Ky

Murray-Calloway Yout
continuing through Friday. Inter
ment drive starting today and
-Calloway County
ay
Murr
the
to
e
com
ld
ested swimmers shou
anytime between the hours of
Hospital Wellness Center pool
ation. Each person should have
3:30 to 6 p.m. for a short evalu
) and bring goggles and a
girls
for
on swim suit lone piece
een the ages of 5 to 18.
betw
ne
towel. MYST is open to anyo
the length of the pool
swim
to
able
be
to
Switruners need
call Rick McGee at
ion
rmat
info
using any stroke. For more
293-5424.

l meet
Support group wil
ort Group will

meet tonight at 7.
Death of a Parent Supp
lost one or both
have
who
le
This is a support group for peop
other through the hard
each
help
to
and
h
deat
parents due to
.
hanie Cunningham at 753-7129
times. For information call Step

University School/College
Pinochle
led
class being High reunion scheduA
planned

Hickory Woods

P.

The Knights of Colu
Squire Rd., Murray. Funds
to 9 p.m. at the building at 332
nal
local, national and internatio
from the Bingo help support
.
7061
293call
ion
charities. For more informat

l meet
Murray Singles wil
will meet Tuesday

received his medical
lie
degree from the Unisersity of

,haten

Tuesday
Bingo planned mbus
6:30
sponsor Bingo Tuesday from

aff
Stubblefield named to medical st
wet

k•eor••91•ne

p.m. at First United
Al-Anon will meet
southside rear door
the
from
enter
se
Plea
Methodist Church.
ent is that there
irem
requ
only
The
located near the playground.
ive or friend.
relat
a
in
or addiction
he a problem of alcoholism

Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
TOPS # Ky. 623
111 North Fifth St.
hall.
ip
owsh
fell
ch
First Christian Chur
information call
For
p.m.
5:30
Weigh-in will be from 5 to
Tracey at 227-587.

Wesley
ACBURN. Ala
has
M
ld.
lefie
Stubb
s)
(We
Joined the medical staff at Last
Alabama Medical Center His

.45

g Tuesday
Al-Anon meetinTues
day at 7:30

will meet
TOPS Group Chap
ter will meet

21

Saturday each club played
Best Ball Format and on Sunday played Indisidual Match
Play
Each team consisted of 10
players and two alternates.
Murray was winner over
Oaks with a total of 10 1/2
points
Players were Velvet Milkman. Debbie Ilixon, Sue Outland. Linda Burgess. Natalie
Doenng, Amy McDowell. Ve
Sevents. Jolene Sullivan. Jennifer Crouse. Patsy Green. Marilyn Adkins. captain, Bobby Lee
alternate
and (•yndy Coht/On.

Ii_
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Theatres

08 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU AUG 30'

moviesinmurray.com

SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN ONLY

Superbad
R 7 .30 - 9:M
The Bourne Ultimatum
PG13 -7.10-935

Stardust
PG13 - 9:05
Underdog
PG - 6:55
The Last Legion
PG13 • 8:40

meet tonight
MWC Board to
d of the Murray Woman's

Club will
The Executive Boar
date has been
The
e.
hous
club
the
at
meet tonight at 6:30
ember is Labor Day. All departchanged as first Monday in Sept
are encouraged to attend Club
ment chairs and board members
d.
ibute
yearbooks will be distr

luncheon will
Are ins ited.
University.- c.-bool(College_r_
d kin" - MonMoo
st
Augu
at
he
•
High Class of 1967 will have
0 a.m.
11.3
at
3.
.
Sept
day,
its 40-year reunion on Sunday
a member of the
are
you
If
I_
and
2
and Monday. Sept.
who
class, or know someone
A reception/open house will
infor
your
it
subm
e
is. pleas
be held at the Wrather Musey Kopperud at
Kath
to
on
mati
Unium on the Murray Stine
kathykopurhounail corn or
versity campus on Sunday. Sept.
Kopperud for more details
2. from 2 to s p.m
ng the lunch or receperni
conc
ds,
frien
All class members,
house
n
/ope
tion
faculty and family members

lists stops
Health ExpressMurr
ay-Calloway County

Hospital will
Health Express of
d pressure and
bloo
as
well
as
gs
enin
scre
oma
offer vision/glauc
12:30 to 3 p.m. at First United
pulse checks today from
on Tuesday from 8:30 to 11:30
Methodist Church. Murray:
et.
a.m. at Duncan's Mark

available
MHS yearbooks scho
ol yearbooks have

arrived. They
The 2007 Murray High
ol or during lunch.
scho
after
ol,
scho
re
befo
up
may be picked
during the school day. Persons
No books will be handed out
Herndon's classes to get a yearare asked to not interrupt Jill
on a first corm basis for $40
able
avail
are
book. Extra books
will be in the vault of the office
each. Books for graduates
ng regular school hours or after
duri
up
ed
pick
and can be
school by appointment.

GolfatSullivan's

ld
s 4-Ball Golf Scramble Rona
On today in the Senior Men
12
No
hole
on
one
in
1' Hardison had his first hole
Elliott. James Ray
His plaving partners were Joseph Earl
ins
loud and Jerrell Mull
first with a score of 47
Theleantplaced

ub
LadlesinurraveountryClwill
play

b plans sale
Hazel Lions Clu
will hase its light bulb
golf on

try Club
the Ladies of the Murray Coun
',Aednesday at 9 am at the club
rding to B. J. Purtiom.
Pairing will he made at the tee. acco
toes%
22 were a tie between
winners of the golf scramble on Aug
and Barbara Gray
son
Purdom. Susan John
'he team of B
r. Betty Slew make
Shoe
y
Pegg
and.
Outl
Sue
aid the team of
1 and Jane Meyer

Rush Hour 3
PG13 - 7:25•925
The Nanny Diaries
PG13 - 7:15 - 9:30
Resurrecting The Chump
PG13 - 7:20 - 945
The Invasion
PG13- 700_

will meet Alzheimer's group
Education Support

Alzheimer's Disease
at 4:30 p.m. in the
Group will meet Tuesday
tal. For more
Hospi
ty
Coun
-Calloway
hoard room of Murray
social worker, at
sed
licen
,
dale
Rags
y
information call Cind
762-1108.

ced
Sullivan-Parker cup winners announ

Bird]

Burkeen
Community
Editor

By

The Murray Calloway
Knitting ('lass startwill offer a Beginning
at 12:30 p.m. in the
ing Friday, Sept. 7,
WealLs Community
the
of
education room
Center.
and older, the
Designed for those 60
Friday at
each
y
larl
regu
class will meet
the class
hing
Teac
.
the same time and place
n.
Alle
will be Dot
center at 753-092.
To sign up. call the
the class and startthere is no charge for
ided.
prov
be
will
up supplies

JOB OPENING
Director of Children's Ministry
member sibrant

chtush kin ated
r at 14004
'At time pinition is as ailahk
lilt% and
perum wilt
‘I karat
l. sill pro% ide 'set
the Children S( iunr.i
the Ihrestot.
tr% and will he .1
minis
ren
shild
sise
smenprchen
• and
and leadership
'satin
•

start in a team min
tom
Kentucky This
with
ng
worki
direction for a
tzatiocial
alai high energy and eicelient .aran
e
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expe
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negot
he
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n
I, Sata
.11 three rr'
me in.. lotting a minimum
n..1 a letter of appli% alum and resu
11411MIS ICY 42(1"

at 541 1 Maple Street.
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alL
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itme „urnata,..9igagg,
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aehatte at nnsidoadialfwgijam
they 2011'
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503 Maple Se
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and broom sale
Hazel Lions Club
sday. accordThur
and
day
Tues
y.
toda
dark
from 5:30 p.m to
rmation call
info
more
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JMC/Ukraine cooperative class
scheduled to start in October

Photo provided

GOLF DONATION: Stuart Alexander, center, Murray Independent School Distnct Board member since 2001 and 1982 Murray High School graduate, recently donated a portion of his
monthly MISD board member per diem salary to the MHS Golf Team, Bob Rogers, MISD
superintendent, said all MISD board members donate their stipend to various MISO organizations. "Our board members place this community's children first in front of their own families,
giving uncounted hours of their time with virtually no compensation," he said.
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Landon C. Lockhart, a
21107 graduate of Calloway
County High School, has been
awarded the
James
C.
Williams, Jr.
Memorial
Scholarship
to
attend
Murray
State University.
T h e
scholarship is available to all
graduates of Murray High
School or Calloway County
High School who receive a
recommendation from their
principal or guidance counselor. The award is renewable
with a 3.0 GPA for sophomores and a 3.25 GPA for juniors and seniors.
Lockhart is the son of Gene
Lockhart of Murray and Renita Gourienx of Benton.
He will be majoring in exercise science/education/physical
theiapy at Murray State.
While in high school, Lockhart was a member of the baseball, football and basketball
teams and the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes and Pep Club.
He was on the honor roll all
four years. Lockhart was a distinguished honor graduate and
had been recognized for academic achievements by Who's
Who Among American High
School Students and Who's
Who Among High School Athletes.

Leadership Tomorrow. Named
to Who's Who Among American High School Students,
named Outstanding FBLA
Member of the Year, and Outstanding Chapter Member for
DECA. She received the Skills
Standard Certificate in Marketing and Administrative Services. Linn also received first
place at the Regional FBLA
Conference in Marketing.

Andrea Nicole Hudson, a
2007 graduate of Calloway
County High School, has been
awarded the
Valedictorian
Honor
Scholarship
and the Ray
Dunn
Scholarship
to
attend
Murray
State University.
The Valedictorian Scholarship is awarded to high school
students who were valedictorians after seven semesters.
Incoming freshmen that
graduated from Calloway County High School are eligible for
the Ray Dunn scholarship. Students must be working toward
a degree in education. First preference is given to Southwest
Elementary students. Recipients may renew the award
for a second year with a 3.0
cumulative GPA.
Hudson is the daughter of
Layton and Teresa Hudson of
Learma Linn, a 2007 grad- Murray.
uate of Calloway County High
She will be majoring in eleSchool, has been awarded the mentary education at Murray
H.
Glenn State.
D oran
While in high school. HudScholarship son was a member of Beta
and
the Club. Fellowship of Christian
H onor Athletes, Pep Club, the All
Scholarship 'A" Honor Roll and the yearattend book staff. She was named a
to
Murray Kiwanis Club Top Academic
State Uni- Graduate and was valedictoriversity.
an of her class. Hudson is an
The H. Glenn Doran Schol- active member of her youth
arship is available to freshmen group at Salem Baptist Church.
students who are preferably
majoring in business. PreferAmanda Govern, a 2007
ence is extended to residents graduate of Calloway County
of Calloway. Livingston, Lyon. High School, has been awardGraves or Marshall counties
ed the Johnin Kentucky, or Henry Counny
D.
ty, Tenn.
McDougal
The Honor Scholarship recHonorary
ognizes entering freshmen or
Scholarship
transfer students who are outand
the
standing achievers or leaders.
Mary
Linn is the daughter of Eddie
Moore Lasand Sandy Linn of Murray.
siter Scholto
arship
While in high school. Linn
served as secretary and presi- attend Murray State Universident for Distribution Educa- ty.
tion Clubs of America and
The Johnny D. McDougal
community service chairperson Honorary Scholarship is availfor Future Business Leaders of able to full-time freshman that
America. She was a member are graduates of a high school
of Jr. Beta Club, Pep Club, in Calloway County, Ky. The
Fellowship of Christian Ath- recipient must hold a miniletes, Beta Club. World Lan- mum 3.0 GPA and plan to purguage Club, National Honor sue a degree in business.
Society, Future Educators of
The Mary Moore Lassiter
America, and Student Coun- Scholarship is available to busicil.
ness majors who hold a 3.0 GPA
She also participated in and are active in organizations
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Courtney Elder, a senior at
Calloway County High School,
was named the Rotary Club
Student of the Month for
August. She is the daughter of
RL1,5C and Bill Elder. Her grandparents were the late Frances
and Robert Ross and the late
Roseanne and Bill Elder.
She has a 4.0 GPA, a 33
on her ACT and a 1460 on
the SAT. She has Advanced
Placement credit for Calculus
AB and BC, Chemistry and
United States History which
includes a 5 on Calculus, which
is the highest awarded in AP
classes. The AP courses represent 21 college credit hours.
She was nominated by the faculty as the Most Outstanding
Senior.
The CCHS senior has been
a Girl Scout for 12 years. She
has earned her Bronze and Silver awards, and is currently
working on her Gold Award,
the highest award in Girl Scout-

Courtney Elder
ing. She attends St. Leo Catholic
Church, where she is an active
member of the youth group
and is an altar server.
Elder competes on the Future
Problem Solving team, which

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Murray High School graduate
Colleen McCoy was recently
named an Otis A. Singletary
Scholar for Fall 2007 at the
University of Kentucky.
The scholarship is the most
prestigious four-year scholarship awarded by the university. The scholarship, which is
named for former UK President Otis A. Singletary, began
in 1985 and covers the full
cost of tuition and fees, room
and board, and a personal
stipend for four years of undergraduate study. The scholarship is valued at approximately $57,000.
The Fall 2007 Singletary
Scholars were selected from 417
eligible candidates and include
seven National Merit Finalists.
18 valedictorians, 30 Kentucky
Governor's Scholars, and one
Governor's School for the Arts
alumni.
To be eligible, students must
score 31 or higher on the American College Test(ACT)or 1360
combined math and critical
reading scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), and
have a minimum high school
grade point average of 3.75.
The selection committee also
considers extracurricular activities, work and volunteer

& Sifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rol1irigh.corn

Colleen McCoy
responsibilities,
leadership
involvement, a written essay,
and a personal interview.
A Kentucky Governor's
Scholar. McCoy received the

received fourth at the State Governor's Cup last spring. She
also qualified for the State
Governor's Cup in Science Written Assessment.
She is a member of the
Laker Band, the Class AAAA
Runner-up at the KMEA State
Marching Band Championship.
and a member of the colts'
guard for four years. She is a
member of the Beta Club, the
Academic T earn, the National Science Honors Society, the
World Languages Club and the
Pep Club..
Elder completed the Governor's Scholar Program on the
campus of Bellarmine University. She has also participated
in the People to People Student Ambassadors Program to
Australia, and Degussa's New
Horizons Student Exchange program to Germany.
After high school, she plans
to major in engineering.

In order to better serve our patients and
community, David L. Case, M.D. will start
accepting internal medicine patients

September 4th, 2007..

rot
Julie K. Nance, Office Manager & Medical Assistant;
David L. Cam, M.D.: Renita H. Carter RN. &NH,OCN
Dr. David Case opened his practice in Murray, KY in November
2004. A native of Georgia, Dr. Case has brought a wealth of
experience and knowledge to the Murray community.
Dr. Case is board certified by the American Board of Internal
Medicine, with subspecialty certification in Medical Oncology.
Hematology, and Geriatrics. He recertified in Medical Oncology
in 2005, and Hematology in 2006.
He currently has admitting privileges at Murray Calloway County
Hospital. and consulting privileges at both Marshall County and
Trigg County Hospitals

For an appointment call:

70—753-205()

NNW
,
4%.7 Etwere'
Z4444 C.,-tif*/#4
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-5

Commonwealth Diploma with
a 4.0 GPA. She was senior
class vice president, captain of
the Murray High Speech Team.
captain of the Varsity Cheerleading Squad, editor of the
Yearbook, and Spanish Club
treasurer.
She was also a recipient of
the Robert C. Byrd Scholarship and was recently named
a Senator Jeff Green Scholar.
McCoy was a member of
the Miss Murray High Court,
Prom Court, and was elected
Football Homecoming Queen
and Best All-Around Senior Girl
by her classmates. The Murray High faculty selected
Colleen as the Most Outstanding Senior Girl.
She is the daughter of Dr.
Jim and Donna McCoy and
plans a career in journalism .
and communications.

ACCEPTING INTERNAL
MEDICINE PATIENTS!

September 8 2007

MURRAY APPLIANCE

and electronic media.
Representatives from each
of the three schools involved
expect this program to be the
beginning of a new type of
cooperative learning. Faculty
and student exchange agreements between the two Kentucky universities and the
Ukrainian university are also
being developed.
With the recent arrival ot
new digital-video cameras and
an upgrade to the electronic
media facilities at Murray State,
the MC Department was able
to donate the old Hi-8 cameras and editing programs to
the Ukrainian university. As
programs continue, organizers
look to develop a "PereyaslavKemlnytski State Pedagogical
University School and Journalism and Mass Communications"
in the future.
For more information,. contact SiMens at (270) 485-4684
or e-mail joseph.siddens@murraystate.edu

McCoy awarded scholarship to UK

Eleanor Mills
& Chris Spry

'Locally Owned &
Operated
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Whitley McCuiston, a 2007
graduate of Murray High
School, has been awarded the
Jack Paxton
Memorial
Scholarship
to
attend
Murray
State University.
The
Scholarship
is available
to students who graduated from
one of 10 local high schools.
Preference is given to freshmen, and recipients must maintain at least a 2.5 GPA.
McCuiston is the daughter
of Bobby McCuiston and Teresa McClard, both of Murray.
She will be majoring in preveterinarian medicine at Murray State.
While in high school,
McCuiston served as secretary
of Tri-Alpha, vice president of
public relations for Family
Career and Community Leaders of America and features
editor for the Black & Gold
Newspaper. She was also a
member of the varsity soccer
and basketball teams. Beta
Club, Pep Club, French Club.
Future Business Leaders of
America and the Prom Committee.
McCuiston was recognized
for her academic and athletic
achievements by Who's Who
Among American High School
Students and was named Murray High School Student Athlete of the Month in October.

Meetings that took place over
the next few months between
Holmes,- Murray JMC faculty
members Dr. Allen White and
Dr. Bob Lochte, and MSU
study
abroad
coordinator
Melanie McCallon, led to the
development of the second idea
for a program in the Ukraine.
The cooperative venture
includes a half-semester course
titled JMC 322, International
Study of Media Communications.
The first half of the JMC
322 course, which begins Oct.
16, will offer students a chance
to study international communications, focusing on American vs. Ukrainian media. The
on-line class will be open to
students statewide.
The second half of the course
will begin with a flight to the
Ukraine on Dec. 27. Kentucky
students will work one-on-One
with their Ukrainian counterparts creating advertising and
public service announcements.
The class will cover both print

Elder named Student of Month by Rotary
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within their field of study. Preference is given to residents of
Calloway and Marshall counties in Kentucky.
Govern is the daughter of
Gary and Susan Govern of
Murray.
She will be majoring in
business at Murray State.
While in high school, Govern served as secretary of Future
Business Leaders of America
and design specialist on the
yearbook staff. She was a member of the Beta Club, Fellowship of Christian Athletes,
World Language Club,Pep Club
and the Technology Student
Association. She has been recognized for her academic
achievements by Who's Who
Among American High School
students and the National Honor
Roll.

Brian Siddens, lecturer in
the department of journalism
and MASS communications at
Murray State University, traveled this summer to central
Ukraine to lay the groundwork
for a new International Journalism and Mass Communications Department at PereyaslavKmelnytski State Pedagogical
University.
Bill Holmes, director of
international studies at Campbellsville University, coordinated the trip and accompanied
Siddens to serve as interpreter.
Siddens and Holmes met
with the Ukrainian university's
president, faculty and students,
along with the city mayor, who
commended them on this collaborative effort between an
American JMC department and
their university.
The venture began last spring
when Holmes visited Sidden's
JMC 270 audio/video production class to recruit students
for a summer service-learning
program in the Ukraine.
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Ladiesof th•Oaks
Mc Lathes of the Oaks
Country Club will play golf
on Wednesday morning at the
club with Jo Anne Auer and
Dot Finch as hostesses Signup If 1101 Del:VISA')
A potluck luncheon and business meeting will follow golf
play. All members are encouraged to attend and bring a
dish for the meal.
Winners of golf play on
Aug 22 were Laura Parker.
Janet Kirk and Cynthia Darnall. first place, extra shot taken,
[knit Miller. Brontla Parker.
Patsy Woodall and Kay Gupton. second place.
Ladies Tuesday Night Golf
will be played at 5:30 p.m.
Tuesday at the club. A potluck
meal will be served after golf
play with MeIonic Lowe as
hostess.
Lowe announced v.inners of
golf play on Aug. 21 as .folPhoto ()toweled
lows
Pictured are members of Murray County Club Ladies Golf team who were winners of the annuDebbie Dick. Cynthia Dar- al Sullivan-Parker Cup tournament
nall, Pam Williams. Melonie
Lowe and Deborah Boyle, first
place; Patsy Neale. Linda On.
Cathy Young and Belinda
11w Murray Country Club
Elliott, second place
hosted the annual SullivanThe format used was first
Parker Golf Cup on July 20three holes scramble, next three
s,
holes Best Hall and last three
the tournament is in honor
holes Alternate shot.
of current members of both
Lafeanna Thornton. match
clubs, Laura Parker of Oaks
play chairperson, has asked all
Country Club and Jerlene Sulinterested ladies to sign up
Isian of the Murray cub
during August for play in SepA dinner was served for all
tember by calling 270293-9753.
players at the'Murray club
The date has not been set.
prior to the tournament on July
21
Saturday each dub played
Best Ball Format and on Sunday played Individual Match
311110uncenienl
May
Lath team consisted of 10
pla)ers and two alternates.
Murray was winner over
Oaks with a total of 10 1/2
Jason Hale and Joy Nolcoa points
,a Murray are the parents Of
Players were Velvet Milkman. Debbie Hilton. Sue Outa daughter. Aunt Teresa Hale.
horn on Sunday. July 29, 20(17, land, Linda Burgess. Natalie Doenng. Amy McDowell. Ve
at 12 04 p.m. at Murray -Calprovided
Seserns. Jerlene Sullivan. Jenloway County Hospital
The baby weighed M pounds nifer Crouse. Patsy Green. Mar- Pictured are Jerlene Sullivan Murray Country Club left, and
; ounces and measured 20 1/2 ilyn Adkins. captain. Bobby Lee Laura Parker, Oaks Country Club. for which the Cup tournaand Cyntly Cohoon. alternate. ment is named
in hes
Grandparents are Karen anti
Charles Hart. Kimher Hale and
I Mitlro Joe Hale, all ot Murial.
AUBURN. Ala
Wesley Alabama School of Medicine blefield of Collierville. Tenn..
Wes) Stubblefield. MI). has at Birmingham. Ala., and did
He is the grandson of Ewing
,
! ined the medical stall at East his residency at Vanderbilt Uni- Stubblefield and the late
Alabama Medical Center His versity Children's Hospital. Youlanda McClure Stubblefield
,pecialty is pediatric s
Nashville. Tenn.
of Ha/el. Ky.
lie rekel\C(1 hi medical
Dr Stubblefield is the son
Acgree Itimi the I ,.ersity of of Dr. Terry and Deborah Stub-

Sullivan-Parker cup winners announced

Auni Teresa
Hale

Stubblefield named to medical staff
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University School /College
Pinochle
class being High reunion scheduled
planned
A Beginning Pinochle
tor those tin and older will he
,iffered at Murray Calloway
County Senior Citirens Ccn
ter. located in the Weak,
.Community Center (lasses will he
held eat h Wednesday in September troni 9 to II am in
the cdut anon room
l'iaiducted by 1. Ant I% 1.41h
AM. the class sire will he limited for information or to sign
up. call the ¼ ('flirt i?

jva
Theatres

1001 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SOGULE GOOD THRti AUG 30

moviesinmurray.com
SNOWTINIES BEFORE 6 PIA
ON SAT II SUN ONLY

Superbad
lii-:11(11- 9:55 ,

The Bourne Ultimatum
PG13 • 7:10 • 935

University School/College
High Class of 1967 will have
its 40-year reunion On Sunday
and Monday. Sept 2 and 3,
A reception/open house will
be held at the Wrather Museum on the Murray State Ums ersity campus on Sunday. Sept.
2. from 2 to 5 p.m.
All sta.s members, friends,
faculty and family members

are invited A luncheon will
he at August Moon on Monday. Sept 1. at 11'30 a.m.
ka.1.L....ycL
u MT a member of the
ss, or know someone who
is. please submit your information to Kathy Kopperud at
kathykop(a Marmot com or c.
mail kopperud tor more details
concerning the lunch or reception/open house

GolfatSullivan's
on friday in the Senior Men. 4-Ball Golf Scramble Ronald
P Hardison had his first hole in one on hole No. 12
lit% playing partners were Joseph Earl Elliott. James Ray
Hood and knell Mullins
The team placed first with a score of 47

ladlesafMurrayCountrvClub
the I adiCs it the MurraykNUM> CIO, will play golf on
Aedricsday at 9 a m at the club
Pairing will he made at the tee. according to B. I. Purdom.
!ioste•s
N inner. of the golf scramble on Aug 22 were a tie between
he learn of 131 Purdom. Susan Johnson and Barbara Gray
md the team of Sue Outland. Peggy Shoemaker, Betty Stewand Jane Meyer

Rush Hour 3
PG13 • 7:25- 925

The Nanny Diaries
PG13 - 7:15-9:30

itemereeting The Cheap
PG13 - 7:20 - 945
The Invasion
P61;1

041

Stardust
PG13 • 9.06

Underdog
6:55

The[Ant 1 i•owl
PG11-8:40

JOB OPENING
Director of Children's Ministry
v tut' lime position is 11%.tilahic a 14410 membet sitwant ihurih los:n.(1
‘furtata Kennk Ss This person will Kan laita and staff in a team min
the Dues tor iatirtiang *ith the liktren (
wilt pros uk over
sight and direimian lie a .ontrirthennie .hildren mania-a and will he a
iniiniaiiit with high energa and ex.ellent .eganizati.tnal and leadership
'kith 'aalara will tsr negotiated per experiense
Send A letter of applkation and resume. IS haling • minimum .11 three ref.
Ise. to at( Rithard Smith at cot Maple Street. Murray. KY 42071

Aim maws,view Immunes regarding the potition andhe benefit.
he made by entail it. pailugiblwaufinutan, Mecum., may also
webalte at Itn.f.inioa.ifiaissiiii The dradilne"aPPlocatb'
ewe I . 2(107

001— First United Methodist Church
503 Maple Si • Murray KY 12071

e-mail: jo.burkeenfiammintwiall

Beginning Knitting Class
scheduled at senior center

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

the Murray Calloway Senior Citizens
will offer a Beginning Knitting Class starting Friday, Sept. 7, at 12:30 p.m. in the
education room of the Weeks C'ommunity
('enter.
Designed for those 60 and older, the
class will meet regularly each Friday at
the same time and place. Teaching the class
will be Dot Allen.
To sign up, call the center at 753-092.
There is no charge for the class and startup supplies will be provided.

Alzheimer's group will meet

Alzheimer's Disease Education Support
Group will meet Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more
information call Cindy Ragsdale. licensed social worker, at
762-1108.

Breast Cancer group will meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday at 6:30'
p.m. in the classroom at Center for Health & Wellness. For
information contact Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS. #616 will meet Tuesday from 9:
to 10 am. at First Chnstian Church. II North Fifth St., Mur-.
ray. (Note change in place) Visitors are welcome. For more
information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 227-4625.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
he a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday from 6:30
to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd.. Murray. Funds
from the Bingo help support local, national and international
charities. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, 1 1 I North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call
Tracey at 227-587.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mike at 293-6043.

Youth Swim Team plans drive
Murray-Calloway Youth Swim team(MYST)will have a recruitment drive starting today and continuing through Friday. Interested swimmers should come to the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Wellness Center pool anytime between the hours of
3:30 to 6 p.m. for a short evaluation. Each person should have
on swim suit tone piece for girls) and bring goggles and a
towel. MYST is open to anyone between the ages of 5 to 18.
Swimmers need to be able to swim the length of the pool
using any stroke. For more information call Rick McGee at
293-5424.

Support group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7.
This is a support group for people who have lost one or both
parents due to death and to help each other through the hard
times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129.

MWC Board to meet tonight
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet tonight at 6:30 at the club house. The date has been
changed as first Monday in September is Labor Day. All depart-'
ment chairs and board members are encouraged to attend. Club
yearbooks will be distributed

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-C'alloway County Hospital will
offer sision/glaucoma screenings as well as blood pressure and
pulse checks today from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church, Murray; on Tuesday from 8:30 to 11:30
am at Duncan's Market

MHS yearbooks available
The 2007 Murray High school yearbooks have arrived. They
may be picked up before school, after school or during lunch.
No books will be handed out dunng the school day. Persons
are asked to not interrupt Jill Herndon's classes to get a yearbook. Extra books are available on a first come basis for $40
each. Books for graduates will be in the vault of the office
and can he picked up during regular school hours or after
school by appointment.

Hazel Lions Club plans sale
Flaiel Lions Club will have its light bulb and broom sale
from 5 10 p.m. to dark today. Tuesday and Thursday. according to Hughes Bennen. president. For more information call
498-1024 or 492-8424

CUBS meeting on Wednesday
Dr Randy Dunn. president of Murray Site University. will
be speaker at the meeting of Calloway United Benevolent Services 1CUBS) on Wednesday at noon at Glendale Road Church
of Christ Any group or oritanization with a service mission is
encouraged to attend Announcements to share with the group
should he in the form of flyers 1100 copies suggested). Upgraded Quick Reference Directories will be distributed. A pizza
lunch will he provided by Murray State University with soft
drinks provided by the Murray Ledger & Ttmes. Lunch reserv anon% can be made by replying to unitedway(remurray-ky.net.
For more information contact Donna Herndon at 753-7784.

Great Books group will meet
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet tonight at:;
7 at the Calloway Public Library. Emily Wolfson and lane.;
Tngg will he leaders for the discussion of a short story. "Guests:'
of the Nation- by Frank O'Conner. Any one who has read the
story may take pan in the discussion.

('('HS Backboard Club to meet

Calloway County High School Backboard Club will meet
tonight at 6 30 in the media center All interested persons are.
ins lied
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JMC/Ukraine cooperative class
scheduled to start in October

Photo provided
GOLF DONATION: Stuart Alexander, center, Murray Independent School District Board member since 2001 and 1982 Murray High School graduate, recently donated a portion of his
monthly MISD board member per diem salary to the MHS Golf Team. Bob Rogers, MISD
Supenntendent, said all MISD board members donate their stipend to various MISD organizations. "Our board members place this community's children first in front of their own families,
giving uncounted hours of their time with virtually no compensation," he said.

Scholarshiptiews
Landon C. Lockhart, a
2007 graduate of Calloway
County High School, has been
awarded the
C.
James
Williams, Jr.
Memorial
Scholarship
to
attend •
Murray
State University.
T h e
scholarship is available to all
graduates of Murray High
School or Calloway County
High School who receive a
recommendation from their
principal or guidance counselor. The award is renewable
with a 3.0 GPA for sophomores and a 3.25 GPA for juniors and seniors.
Lockhart is the son of Gene
Lockhart of Murray and Rentta Gourienx of Benton.
He will be majoring in exercise science/education/physical
therapy at Murray State.
While in high school, Lockhart was a member of the baseball, football and basketball
teams and the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes and Pep Club.
He was on the honor roll all
four years. Lockhart was a distinguished honor graduate and
had been recognized for academic achievements by Who's
Who Among American High
School Students and Who's
Who Among High School Athletes.

Leadership Tomorrow. Named
to Who's Who Among American High School Students,
named Outstanding FBLA
Member of the Year, and Outstanding Chapter Member for
DECA. She received the Skills
Standard Certificate in Marketing and Administrative Services. Linn also received first
place at the Regional FBLA
Conference in Marketing.
Andrea Nicole Hudson, a
2007 graduate of Calloway
County High School, has been
awarded the
ValedictoriHonor
an
Scholarship
and the Ray
Dunn
Scholarship
attend
to
Murray
State University.
The Valedictorian Scholarship is awarded to high school
students who were valedictorians after seven semesters.
Incoming freshmen that
graduated from Calloway County High School are eligible for
the Ray Dunn scholarship. Students must be working toward
a degree in education. First preference is given to Southwest
Elementary students. Recipients may renew the award
for a second year with a 3.0
cumulative GPA.
Hudson is the daughter of
Layton and Teresa Hudson of
Murray.
She will be majoring in elementary education at Murray
State.
While in high school. Hudson was a member of Beta
Club, Fellowship of Christian
Athletes, Pep Club. the All
"A" Honor Roll and the yearbook staff. She was named a
Kiwanis Club Top Academic
Graduate and was valedictorian of her class. Hudson is an
active member of her youth
group at Salem Baptist Church.

Leann& Linn, a 2007 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded the
Glenn
H.
Doran
Scholarship
the
and
Honor
Scholarship
attend
to
Murray
• State University.
The H. Glenn Doran Scholarship is available to freshmen
students who are preferably
Amanda Govern, a 2007
majoring in business. Preference is extended to residents graduate of Calloway County
of Calloway, Livingston, Lyon. High School, has been awarded the JohnGraves or Marshall counties
ny
D.
in Kentucky. or Henry CounMcDougal
ty. Tenn.
Honorary
The Honor Scholarship recScholarship
ognizes entering freshmen or
the
and
transfer students who are outMary
standing achievers or leaders.
Moore LasLinn is the daughter of Eddie
siter Scholand Sandy Linn of Murray.
to
arship
While in high school. Linn
served as secretary and presi- attend Murray State Universident for Distribution Educa- ty.
The Johnny D. McDougal
tion Clubs of America and
Scholarship is availHonorary
chairperson
service
community
for Future Business Leaders of able to full-time freshman that
America. She was a member are graduates of a high school
of Jr. Beta Club, Pep Club. in Calloway County. Ky. The
Fellowship of Christian Ath- recipient must hold a miniletes. Beta Club, World Lan- mum 3.0 GPA and plan to purguage Club. National Honor sue a degree in business.
The Mary Moore Lassiter
Society, Future Educators of
is available to busiScholarship
CounStudent
and
America,
ness majors who hold a 3.0 GPA
cil.
She also participated in and are active in organizations

rI

within their field of study. Preference is given to residents of
Calloway and Marshall counties in Kentucky.
Govern is the daughter of
Gary and Susan Govern of
Murray.
She will be majoring in
business at Murray State.
While in high school, Govern served as secretary of Future
Business Leaders of America
and design specialist on the
yearbook staff. She was a member of the Beta Club, Fellowship of Christian Athletes,
World Language Club, Pep Club
and the Technology Student
Association. She has been recognized for her academic
achievements by Who's Who
Among American High School
students and the National Honor
Roll.
Whitley McCuiston, a 2007
graduate of Murray High
School, has been awarded the
Jack Paxton
Memorial
Scholarship
attend
to
Murray
State University.
The
Scholarship
is available
to students who graduated from
one of 10 local high schools.
Preference is given to freshmen, and recipients must maintain at least a 2.5 GPA.
McCuiston is the daughter
of Bobby McCuiston and Teresa McClard, both of Murray.
She will be majoring in preveterinarian medicine at Murray State.
While in high school,
McCuiston served as secretary
of Tri-Alpha, vice president of
public relations for Family
Career and Community Leaders of America and features
editor for the Black & Gold
Newspaper. She was also a
member of the varsity soccer
and basketball teams, Beta
Club, Pep Club. French Club,
Future Business Leaders of
America and the Prom Committee.
McCuiston was recognized
for her academic and athletic
achievements by Who's Who
Among American High School
Students and was named Murray High School Student Athlete of the Month in October.

SUBSCRIBE

Brian Siddens, lecturer in
the department of journalism
and mass communications at
Murray State University, traveled this summer to central
Ukraine to lay the groundwork
for a new International Journalism and Mass Communications Department at PereyaslavKmelnytski State Pedagogical
University.
Bill Holmes, director of
international studies at Campbellsville University, coordinated the trip and accompanied
Siddens to serve as interpreter.
Siddens and Holmes met
with the Ukrainian university's
president, faculty and students,
along with the city mayor, who
commended them on this collaborative effort between an
American JMC department and
their university.
The venture began last spring
when Holmes visited Sidden's
JMC 270 audio/video production class to recruit students
for a summer service-learning
program in the Ukraine.
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Elder named Student of Month by Rotary
Courtney Elder, a senior at
Calloway County High School,
was named the Rotary Club
Student of the Month for
August. She is the daughter of
Rose and Bill Elder. Her grandparents were the late Frances
and Robert Ross and the late
Roseanne and Bill Elder.
She has a 4.0 GPA, a 33
on her ACT and a 1460 on
the SAT. She has Advanced
Placement credit for Calculus
AB and BC, Chemistry and
United States History which
includes a 5 on Calculus, which
is the highest awarded in AP
classes. The AP courses represent 21 college credit hours.
She was nominated by the faculty as the Most Outstanding
Senior.
The CCHS senior has been
a Girl Scout for 12 years. She
has earned her Bronze and Silver awards, and is currently
working on her Gold Award,
the highest award in Girl Scout-

received fourth at the State Governor's Cup last spring. She
also qualified for the State
Governor's Cup in Science Written Assessment.
She is a member of the
Laker Band. the Class AAAA
Runner-up at the KMEA State
Marching Band Championship.
and a member of the color
guard for four years. She is a
member of the Beta Club, the
Academic T earn, the National Science Honors Society, the
World Languages Club and the
Pep Club..
Elder completed the Governor's Scholar Program on the
campus of Bellarmine University. She has also participated
in the People to People StuCourtney Elder
dent Ambassadors Program to
ing. She attends St. Leo Catholic Australia, and Degussa's New
Church, where she is an active Horizons Student Exchange promember of the youth group gram to Germany.
After high school, she plans
and is an altar server.
Elder competes on the Future to major in engineering.
Problem Solving team, which.

McCoy awarded scholarship to UK
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Murray High School graduate
Colleen McCoy was recently
named an Otis A. Singletary
Scholar for Fall 2007 at the
University of Kentucky.
The scholarship is the most
prestigious four-year scholarship awarded by the university. The scholarship, which is
named for former UK President Otis A. Singletary. began
in 1985 and covers the full
cost of tuition and fees, room
and board, and a personal
stipend for four years of undergraduate study. The scholarship is valued at approximately $57,000.
The Fall 2007 Singletary
Scholars were selected from 417
eligible candidates and include
seven National Merit Finalists,
18 valedictorians, 30 Kentucky
Governor's Scholars, and one
Governor's School for the Arts
alumni.
To be eligible, students must
score 31 or higher on the American College Test(ACT)or 1360
combined math and critical
reading scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), and
have a minimum high school
grade point average of 3.75.
The selection committee also
considers extracurricular activities. Work and volunteer

Commonwealth Diploma with
a 4.0 GPA. She was senior
class vice president, captain of
the Murray High Speech Team.
captain of the Varsity Cheerleading Squad, editor of the
Yearbook, and Spanish Club .
treasurer.
She was also a recipient of
the Robert C. Byrd Scholar- •
ship and was recently named
a Senator Jeff Green Scholar.
McCoy was a member of •
the Miss Murray High Court,
Prom Court, and was elected
Football Homecoming Queen
and Best All-Around Senior Girl
by her classmates. The Murray High faculty selected
Colleen as the Most Outstanding Senior Girl.
Colleen McCoy
She is the daughter of Dr. .
leadership
responsibilities,
and Donna McCoy and .
Jim
involvement, a written essay,
plans a career in journalism ,
and a personal interview.
communications.
A Kentucky Governor's and
Scholar, McCoy received the

ACCEPTING INTERNAL
MEDICINE PATIENTS!
In order to better serve our patients and
community, David L. Case, M.D. will start
accepting internal medicine patients

September 4th, 2007.
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and electronic media.
Representatives from each
of the three schools involved
expect this program to be the
beginning of a new type of
cooperative learning. Faculty
and student exchange agreements between the two Kentucky universities and the
Ukrainian university are also
being developed.
With the recent arrival of
new digital-video cameras and
an upgrade to the electronic
media facilities at Murray State,
the JMC Department was able
to donate the old Hi-8 cameras and editing programs to
the Ukrainian .itni.versity.. As
programs continue, organizers
look to develop a "PereyaslavKemlnytski State Pedagogical
University School and Journalism and Mass Communications"
in the future.
For more information, contact Siddens at (270) 485-4684
or e-mail joseph.siddens@murraystate.edu
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'Service After Sale

Mir

Meetings that took place over
the next few months between
Holmes, Murray JMC faculty
members Dr. Allen White and
Dr. Bob Lochte, and MSU
coordinator
abroad
study
Melanie McCallon, led to the
development of the second idea
for a program in the Ukraine.
The cooperative venture
includes a half-semester course
titled JMC 322, International
Study of Media Communications.
The first half of the JMC
322 course, which begins Oct.
16, will offer students a chance
to study international communications, focusing on American vs. Ukrainian media. The
on-line class will be open to
students statewide.
The second half of the course
will begin with a tlight-to• the
Ukraine on Dec. 27. Kentucky
students will work one-on-one
with their Ukrainian counterparts creating advertising and
public service announcements.
The class will cover both print

F:

Eleanor Mills
& Chris Spry
September 8, 2007
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Hours: Mon.-Sal 9-5

Julie h. Nance. Office Manager & Medical Aasistant;
David L. Case. M.D.; Renita H. Carter RN,BSN,OCN

Dr. David Case opened his practice in Murray, KY in November
2004. A native of Georgia, Dr. Case has brought a wealth of
experience and knowledge to the Murray community.
Dr. Case is board certified by the American Board of Internal ,f
Medicine, with subspecialty certification in Medical Oncoloig,..1
Hematology, and Geriatrics. He recertified in Medical Oncology
in 2005, and Hematolou in 2006.
e currently has admitting privileges at Murray Calloway County
Hospital. and consulting privileges at both Marshall County and
Trigg County Hospitals.

For an appointment call:
•

)5t)
27c0-753-=(
- 5 pm
Friday
q
NIontlay3tio S 8th Street • Suite 3-6 %% • NIurra.
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Greeks to see if arson can
be considered terrorism

AP
Member of the pint Iraqi secunty forces shoots back from his machine gun after unidentified
gunmen opened fire and threatened pilgrims on their way to city of Karbala in neighborbood of
Sadryah in southwestern Baghdad. Iraq today Over a million of Shiite pilgnms from throughout the world is expected to gather in the Shuts holy city of Karbala for the Shabaniyah festival that marks the birth of Mohammed al-Mahdi, the 12th and last Shirte Imam who disappeared in the 9th century The celebrations will reach their high point late Tuesday and early
Wednesday

Extremists target pilgrims; 2
civilians killed in U.S. attack
By The Associated Press
A
BAGHDAD I AP)
sniper killed a Shiite pilgrim on
a Baghdad bridge today while
another was killed and six
injured in '(her attacks as tens of
thousands of faithful made their
way to the southern city of
Karbala tor .1 major religious
orninem4 Kali(PD
the LI S military
Also,
reported the deaths of IMF More
ice MCIllberS

guard wounded, hut the governor was unharmed, said his
spokesman. Maj. Mutharina
l'WO southern provincial
governors were assassinated earlier this month.
In order to protect Shiite pilgnms on their way to Karbala.
Iraqi security forces have
mounted a major security operation Sunni religious extremists,
including al-Qaicia in Iraq. have
launched massise and deadly
attacks during past Shiite pilgnmages
Despite the security measures, one pilgrim was shot on
Baghdad's Jadinyah bridge and
gunmen hiding in an orchard
south of the capital opened fire
on another group. killing one
and injuring three others
Three more were wounded in
J drive-by shooting in southwestern Baghdad and police presented another attack, defusing
two roadside bombs planted
along the route to Karbala in
Musayyib, about 40 miles south
of Baghdad. officials said
More than I million Shiites
from throughout the world were
expected to cons ergc on the
holy city for the celebrations.
which reach their high point late
luesday and early Wednesday.
the Shabaniyah fesus al marks
the birth of Mohammed &IMAM. the 12th and last Shute
IMAM who disappeared in the

TWO Marines died in western
one on
Anhar province
Saturday and the other Sunday
while two soldiers were
killed Sunday in a firefight in
sarnarra that saw a dozen insur
gents killed. tfw military said
Some 30 masked insurgents
attacked a 1.1 1 outpost Sunday.
triggering the gunhattics that
ended Ve hell a t S et bombed J
house where gunmen had taken
refuge In addition to the dead.
14 insurgents were captured and
S fortes 'cued four assault
nfles, one 'sniper rifle and one
machine gun. the military said
Iraqi officials said eight MI* were killed 'deo by Al'
Ides loon News showed tssii
bodies in the SAID:111a hospital
ilK lUdIMZ a hO) SS1141 appc.itcd ii
he under 10, his lace caked with
dried blixxl Polite and hospital
officials identilied them a,
Mohammed Abdul %Ahab, his
mother, wile and foe of his shil
Yth lentur)
dren
Security concerns are runS militais spokesman It
Col Michael Donnelly told Al' ning high. in part because of the
that he MIy had reports ot two political deadlock that has parattsilian casualties, a Male and a lyzed the go% ernment only
weeks before t S Ambassador
U111 mos
female who were
mg through the area during the Ryan ('tucker and Gen I)asid
Petraeus report to Congress on
initial firelight
-An!. LA‘ilian “istlairles Are progress here since the arrival of
S
truly regrettable. hut it is Impor- an additional 30.000
tant to understand that our forces troops.
Key Democrats, including
are there to secure' the people of
Santana and bring them pert-e. Sen Hillary Clinton. base called
not bring them harm like the tor Prime Minister Noun al Malik' to he replaced because
insurgents did." Donnelly said
In the sante pros ince. the his Shiite-dominated govern ,
gos erotic. liamad Hamoud merit has been unable to forge
roadside national unity
Shagtti. escaped
ID a late meeting Sunday, top
bomb attack oti his consny
government leaders said they
Mondas. his mine said
-Iwo nearly simultaneous had lound common ground on
explosions went oft as his con- some main issues standing in the
soy was en route to .1 unisersity. way of reconciliation
But the meeting. attended by
A cat was damaged and a body-

Desperate residents appealed through televiATHENS, Greece (AP) — A top prosecutor
for help from a firefighung service
ordered an investigation today into whether this sion stations
to the lirrut and anger mounted,
stretched
already
be
could
forests
Greek
in
summer's arson attacks
with many blamconsidered terroring authorities for
ism, the Public
them
leaving
Order Ministry
defenseless.
said.
Scores of people
Meanwhile, a
were treated in
fire broke out on
hospitals for burns
the fringes of
breathing
and
Athens a day after
The
problems.
a massive effort
government
the
prevented
declared a state of
birthplace of the
on
emergency
Olympics from
Saturday.
being devastated
The front of
by flames.
one fire Sunday
Dimitris
reached Ancient
Papangelopoulos,
Olympia in southwho is responsiern Greece, burnWe :for prosecuting trees and
ing terrorism and .
shrubs just a few
organized crime,
yards from the
ordered the invesmuseum at the
tigation to deterAP site. Firefighters
nune "whether
smoke said the flames,
of
front
in
stands
victory
of
statue
winged
The
the crimes of
by high
arsonists and of from fires in the village of ancient Olympia near the birth- fanned
and
winds
Greece
southwestern
in
Games,
arson attacks on place of the Olympic
air,
could on Sunday A massive effort by firefighters, assisted by swirling
forests"
hundreds
leaped
under
in
succeeded
come
water-dropping aircraft and firetrucks,
the air at
Greece's anti-ter- keeping a raging blaze away from the 2,800-year-old of feet in
times.
rorism law, the site — the holiest sanctuary in ancient Greece.
Although the
ministry said in a
forest
pristine
statement.
The probe also will seek to establish the iden- around Ancient Olympia was burned, none of the
2,800-year-old ruins were damaged.
tities of the alleged perpetrators.
"Firefighters fought a battle in Ancient
Greece has been ravaged by hundreds of massive wildfires since Friday that have left at least Olympia, which was won," Diamandis said.
61 people dead. The country also suffered fires in Authorities said at least two firefighters had been
June and July, although they were not nearly on injured in the battle with the flames on Sunday.
Helicopters and aircraft covered the ruins with
the same scale.
Government officials have said they suspect at water and foam. The flames reached the edge of
least some of the blazes have been caused by the ancient stadium, searing the grass and incinerarson. The government has offered a reward of up ating the trees on the hill above. Volunteers
to $1.36 million for anyone providing information grabbed buckets of water and joined firefighters.
"It's hell everywhere,".said Costas Ladas, a
that would lead to the arrest of an arsonist.
of Kolyn near Ancient Olympia, who
resident
in
simultaneously
out
"So many tires breaking
so many parts of the country cannot be a coinci- said the fire covered more than a mile in three
dence," Prime Minister Costas Karamanlis said in minutes. "I've never seen anything like it."
Across the country, hundreds of people were
a nationally televised address on Saturday. "The
state will do everything it can to find those evacuated from villages, hotels and resorts.
Others took refuge in churches and schools, while
responsible and punish them."
Several people have been arrested on suspicion the Health Ministry was sending hundreds of tents
of arson since Friday, although some were to southern Greece to house those left homeless.
The worst of the fires have been concentrated
accused of starting fires through negligence rather
than intent. One man, however, was charged with in the mountains of the Peloponnese in the south
arson and homicide in connection with a fire near and on the island of Evia north of Athens. Strong
blew smoke and ash over the capital, hlackAle southern tow'of Ansgpoies on Hrijukshat
isr4ing sky and turning the rising moon
Irsisg
I killed six people.
%. red.
ial%
Forest fires are common during Greel*
"The whole village is burning. It's been burndry summers — but nothing has approached the
ing for three days," one woman sobbed.
scale of the last three days.

Crocker. failed to win a pledge
by the main Sunni bloc, the Iraqi
Accordance Front, to rejoin the
government. This month's Sunni
decision to bolt al-Maliki's government plunged Iraq into a
political cnsis.
The meeting brought alMaliki together with fellow
Shiite Vice President Adil
Abdul-Midi& Sunni Arab Vice
President Tarty al-flashemi. the
northern
the
of
head
autonomous Kurdish region
Massoud Barzani and President
Jalal Talaballl, who IS also a
Kurd.
They said they agreed on
some issues that the U.S. ha.s set
as benchmarks for progress,
among them holding provincial
elections, releasing prisoners
held without charge, and changing the law preventing many former members of Saddam
Hussein's Baath Party from
bolding government jobs. and
ellteted
But no detail% were released
and committees must work out
final versions ot legislation to be
presented to parliament Iraqi
officials have announced similar
deals in the past. only to have
them fall apart
Nevertheless. White House
spokeswoman Emily Lawrimore
called the resolution an "important agreement."
It is "an important symbol of
their commitment to work
together for the benefit of all
Iraqis.- she said in an e-mail
statement
Before the meeting. al-Maliki
lashed out at U.S. cntics. saying
Clinton and other Democrats
who base called for his ouster
should "come to their senses"
and stop treating Iraq like "one
of their villages"
Clinton and Sen Carl Levin,
chairman of the Senate
Armed Services Committee,
have called for al-Maliki to he
replaced.
Al-Maliki also demanded an
apology from France, after
Bernard
Minister
Foreign
Koushner was quoted by
Newsweek as saying the Iraqi
gosemrrient was "not functioning- and that al-Maliki has "got
to he replaced.-
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Meet the newest member of the region's
largest, most experienced heart care team
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Air Duct Systeii(Cleaning
In today s air-tight homes. Indoor Air Quality is a grossing concern. Most house
hold dust contains dust mites. mold, mildew. pollen. and animal dander Many of
these contaminant s are circulated through the central air systems in most homes
and can aggras ate the symptoms of asthma and allergies
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ST. LOUIS 4, ATLANTA I

Surging Cards inch closer to .500
loss in six games, 4-1 on Sunday.
Wainwright is 5-2 with a 2.51 ERA
in nine starts since the break. On
Sunday, he held the Braves to a run
and six hits with a walk and five
strikeouts, a near mirror image of his
July 20 victory at Atlanta, when he
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Adam Wainalso held the Braves to a run and
wright has dominated most of his six
hits in seven innings, with two
foes since the All-Star break. He's
walks and seven strikeouts.
been especially tough on the team
"I've got a bunch of guys I keep
from his home state.
very close contact with and they're
Wainwright, who is from St. Simon, still some
of my best fnends in the
Ga., beat Atlanta for the second straight world
over there," Wainwright said.
start with seven sharp innings, Juan "So, some
bragging rights the last
Encarnacion homered and the St. Louis two
times in my favor."
Cardinals handed the Braves their fifth
Yadier Molina and So Taguchi each

WAINWRIGHT,
REDBIRDS KEEP
BRAVES REELING
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drove in a run in a three-run fifth
off Jo-Jo Reyes (0-2) for the Cardinals, who took two of three in the
series. The defending World Series
champions are one game below .500
for the second time during a 4-2
homestand. The Cardinals have not
reached .500 since they were 6-6 on
April 16.
"The thing about that is, all the
people we were pronounced dead to
were not in this clubhouse," Wainwright
told reporters. 'They're in here now,
all of you guys are in here.
"We've still got a ways to go but
we've played ourselves back into contention."

St. Louis is now two games behind
the Chicago Cubs in the NL Central.
"I just know we have more plusses
than problems, and that hasn't been
true quite a bit of the year," manager Tony La Russa said. "So we're
having some fun."
Mark Teixeira had two hits and Brian
McCann had an RBI single in the
sixth for the Braves, who began the
day a season-worst seven games back
in the NL East, and are 0-7 in Reyes'
starts. The Braves played without
Chipper Jones and Andruw Jones,
both nursing minor injuries, and
remained four games behind the San
Diego Padres in the wild-card race.

LADY TIGER CUP

Losing
Grip
CHAMPIONSHIP
SLIPPING AWAY
FOR EARNHARDT
AT DEI
BRISTOL, Tenn. (AP) —
After his best finish in almost
a month, Dale Earnhardt Jr.
had one thing on his mind.
"I'm ready to go home, get
on the lake!" he said, pumping his fist.
But as Earnhardt enjoyed a
rare Sunday off from Neste'
Cup racing, he was faced with
the harsh realization that his
last chance to win a championship for Dale Earnhardt Inc.
is slipping away.
Carl Edwards clinched a
berth for the Chase for the
championship by winning Saturday night's race at Bristol
Motor Speedway, leaving Earnhardt farther from contention
with his fifth-place finish. With
only two races to go before
.the championship field is set,
'Earnhardt is 158 points away
•from the 12th and final qualifing spot.
He knows that not making
dic Chase is considered pro-fessional failure — Earnhardt
ked it during a miserable 2005
fgason — and dreads what the
anal 10 weeks of the season
pill be like if he again isn't
4ligible to run for the title.
"When we don't make it,
!everybody makes a big deal
out of it" he said. "They talk
about it pre-race. They talk
about it post-race. It's a bummer when you see that and
*aye to watch that and read it
fad what not. You kind of
pant to go under the radar
ben you can't get it done."
..ra
s• But NASCAR's most poplar driver can't ever go under
'fhe radar. His every move is
.scrutinized. and Earnhardt is
convinced the credit for his
success isn't nearly as great
as the criticism for his failures.
Despite 17 career victories.
a Daytona 500 win and two
,Busch Series championships,
Earnhardt is often judged by
his inability to win a Cup title.
,The closest he came was third
:in 2003. and he's not seriousII Sim DEI,28
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DeMage
named to
all-tournament
team
SENIOR

FINISHES WITH

AVERAGES OF 3.70 KILLS,

2.70 DIGS & 0.60 ACES
By MSU Media Relations
Senior outside hitter Tara DeMage
was named to the Mississippi
State/Microtel Classic all-tournament
team.
DeMage finished the tournament
with an average of 3.70 kills, 2.70
digs and 0.60 aces per match: She
had a .310 attack percentage, making only 11 errors in 84 attacks. $
The Racers finished the tournament
0-3,
losing
to
Arkansas-Little
Rock 3-1 in their
season opener on
Friday night before
dropping a pair of
matches to host
DeMage
.Mississippi State (30) and Clemson (3-0) on Saturday.
Joining DeMage on the all-tournament team were: Danielle Hepburn, Clemson (MVP); Kelsey Murphy, Clemson; Meghan Steiner,
Clemson; Jamie Joyner, Mississippi
State; Eva Kriegel, Mississippi State;
and Ivanka Davidova, Arkansas-Little Rock. Clemson won the tournament with a 3-0 record.
Murray State returns to action
this weekend, as the Racers take
part in the ASU/Bancorp South Classic in Jonesboro, Ark. Murray State
takes on tournament host Arkansas
State on Friday at 7 p.m., and on
Saturday faces San Jose State at
1:30 p.m. and • Northwestern State
at 4:30.

MidContinent

nabs former
MSU standout
ERIC WALKER I Ledger & Times

Morgan Graham watches the action from inside the net as her Lady Tiger teammates battle Owensboro Catholic
Sundat at the Mallary France Soccer Complex at Murray High School. The Lady Tigers lost to Central Hardin
2-1 in the finals of the Lady Tiger Cup.

up Runeth
LATE GOAL PREVENTS
Staff Report
The Murray High girls' soccer team
reached the championship match of its
own Lady Tiger Cup tournament, falling
to Central Hardin 2-1 on Sunday.
The contest was tied at I-1 until the
final minutes of play. when Central
Hardin's Sunetris Fluellen broke free from
the MHS defense to score the winning
goal with four minutes remaining.
Murray's lone goal of the match came
off the leg of Sydney Smith. The Lady
Tigers (4-1-2) were outshot 9-6. Goal-

MHS FROM OWN TROPHY

keeper Morgan Graham had seven saves.
The Lady Tigers advanced to the title
match with a 3-2 triumph over Owensboro Catholic yesterday morning.
MHS jumped out to a quick 2-0 lead
on goals by Grace Wellinghurst and
Addie Rigsby. But the Lady Aces
answered with two goals of their own
to tie the match.
But a late goal by Camee Taylor
gave the Lady Tigers the win. Two
assists from Smith and an assist by
Libby Trevathan rounded out Murray's

offensive output.
Graham finished the match with two
saves. Murray outshot Owensboro
Catholic 16-4.
In the tournament opener on Saturday morning, the Lady Tigers blasted
Glasgow 9-0.
The match was highlighted by a fivegoal performance from Smith. Caitlin
Williams followed with two goals, while
Shelby Johnson and Carly Mathis added
one each. Johnson and Wellinghurst each
•See MHS, 28

NFL
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VICK enters guilty plea
QB ADMITS TO

666,

RACER VOLLEYBALL
ROUNDUP

KILLING PIT
BULLS,
GAMBLING

RICHMOND, Va. (Al') —
His NFL career already in tatI..
ters, Michael Vick must now
wait to find out the full impact
, of his legal troubles.
The Atlanta Falcons quarterback was expected to formally enter his guilty plea to
JOHN RUSSELL AP
federal dogfighting conspira
Dale Earnhardt Jr. (8) leads
Carl Edwards. middle, and acy charge Monday Then, it's
up tot) S District Judge Henry
Kurt Busch. top, through a
E. Hudson to decide whether
at
NASCAR
the
Nex•
turn
110 accept it.
tel Cup Sharpie 500 in Bns•
Gng one of the most
tol, Tenn. Saturday night

rapid and startling falls from
stardom in U.S. sports history. Vick will make official the
agreement his attorneys worked
out with prosecutors.
In his written plea filed in
federal court Friday. Vick
admitted helping kill six to
eight pit bulls and supplying
money for gambling on the
fights. He said he did not personally place any bets or share
in any winnings.
If Monday's proceedings
follow the pattern of his three
co-defendants, Vick's plea
hearing will be brief, with the
judge setting a sentencing hearing for late fall after a hackground report is completed.
The plea agreement calls
for a sentencing range of 12

to 18 months. But Hudson,
who is known for handing
down tough sentences, is not
hound by any recommendation or federal sentencing
guidelines and could sentence
Vick to as much as five years
in prison.
The NFL suspended him
indefinitely and without pa!,
Friday after his plea agreeinent was filed. Merely associating with gamblers can trigger a lifetime ban under the
league's personal conduct policy.
The case began in late April
when authorities conducting a
drug investigation of V'ick's
cousin raided the former Virginia Tech star's rural Surry
County property and seized

dozens of dogs. some injured,
and equipment commonly used
in dogfighting.
A federal indictment issued
in July charged Vick. Purnell
Peace of Virginia Beach, Quanis Phillips of Atlanta and
Tony Taylor of Hampton with
an interstate dogfighting conspiracy. Vick initially denied
any involvement, and all four
men pleaded innocent. Taylor
was the first to change his
plea to guilty; Phillips and
Peace soon followed.
The details outlined in the
indictment and other court
papers fueled a public backlash against Vick and cast him
several lucrative endorsement
deals, even before he agreed
to plead guilty.

ZHAN NAMED
VOLLEYBALL COACH
FOR COUGARS
By MSU Media Relations
Lilly Zhan, a standout on Murray State's 2003 OVC championship
and NCAA Tournament team, was
hired as the head volleyball coach
at Mid-Continent University in Mayfield.
Zhan, who holds MSU's singleseason attack percentage record with
a .362 effort in 2003,
earned her degree
from Murray State
last May, majoring
in recreation and
leisure with a minor
in physical educa2/tan
tion.
Zhan was named to the 2003
All-Ohio Valley Conference Honorable Mention Team and the AllOVC Tournament Team. That season, she averaged 3.44 kills per game,
and her .362 attack percentage ranked
12th all-time among OVC players
(currently tied for 14th). She also
averaged 3.09 digs per game and
0.55 blocks per game.
"(MSU head coach) David
Schwepker was instrumental in helping us find our coach." said MidContinent University director of athletics Joe Zakowicz. "I do not think
we could be in a better position.
Lilly will be a great positive for
our program. Her passion and commitment are at a higher level than
anyone else we could have hired.
God smiled on us; I feel strongly
about that. She will make a difference

"I am so excited," Zhan said.
It's a new position for me, but I
am excited and grateful to be given
this opportunity. I am thankful to
Coach Schwepker for helping me find
this position. My experience at Murray State also helped me gain this
position. athletically and academically."
Mid-Continent is a member of
the 10-team TranSouth Athletic Conference. Last year, the Cougars went
2-22 overall and were 0-16 in conference play in their first year in
the TSAC, but Zhan is ready to
help guide her team to the other
end of the standings.
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had two assists
Murray outshot Glasgow by
a whopping 39-2 Graham had
0 eaves on the match
011(.
in their second match of the
day on Saturday. the Lady
Tigers faced off against undefeated Blackman High School
of Murfreesboro. Tenn., battling the visitors to a I -1 tie.
Although Murray dominated play against Blackman with
a 24-5 advantage an shots, it
had difficulty finding the back
of the net against the Lady
Ririe the Lady Tigers' lone
goal l;AITIC off a tree kick by
Wellinghurst
Grahani had lour saves in
the contest
Making the all-tournament
team from Murray Were Graand
ttan),
Williams, Smith
defender llayley Wnght Other
all-tournament team members
• Included Kern -Coburn tCentral Hardin), Sunetris Fluellen
(Central Hardin) Elena Hitch
i Central Hardin), Kristen Cardin
iCentral Hardin). Megan Cockre Meath), Louise Butler
Iticath), Kati Smith (Blackman) And Megan Reese (Blackman)

Red Sox rout Chicago

I he List paragraph of the
Murray/Calloway County foothall game story Was inadvertently left off in Saturday's
newspaper Here is how the
story should have ended:
A 22-yard Jordan Benton
field goal with 6-44 left put the
Tigers hack on top at 30-28. but
Casey Brockman and the
Calloway offense had the final
say
"I kept hearing about how
we didn't hase enough numbers But our kids are mentally and physically tough."
Laker head coach Josh McKeel claimed "they poised it
(hey were running on fumes.
hut they continued to tight
and push. and they found a
was to win Dials what winners do
1 hr .tfurrin Ledger & 7inte%
ensure accurate and
lair reporting however tutstakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors Fo report a Dews mistake
or emit, please call 751-1916
xtrtse• to

Haverstock Insurance Agency
1110

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray KY•753-3415

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
Amencan Leegue Standings
AN Tlmee COT
East Division
L Pct 011
W
—
SO 51 611
Boston
72 58 554 7 1/2
New Yon
1/2
50014
65 85
Toronto
21
58 71 450
Baltimore
51 79 39228 1/2
Tampa Bay
Control Division
LPct GS
W
72 57 558
—
Cleveland
70 80 538 2 1/2
Detroit
67 63 515 5 1/2
Minnesota
15
57 724-42
Kansas Gay
56 74 43118 1,2
Chicago
Weat Dertelen
LPCS GS
W
76 54 565
—
Los Angeles
2
73 55 570
Seattle
12
65 67 492
Oakland
18
58 72 446
Texas

NAM HUH

Correction

Sunday's Games
Detroit 5 N V Yankees 4
Minnesota 11 Baltimore 3
Tampa Bay 7 Oakland 4
Boston 11 Chicago White Sox 1
Cleveland 5. Kansas City 3,11 innings
A Angels 3 Toronto 1
Texas 5. Seattle 3
Monday's Games
Tampa Bay (Jacluton 4-12) at Chicago
White Sox (Contreras 8-18) 105 pm
Mrnesola (Silva 10-12)51 Cleveland
1Byrd 12-5) 6 05 p m
N Y Yankees (T/Aussina 8-9) at Detroit
)vertander 13-51 6 05 p m
Toronto IBurnett 7-7) at Oakland
L oaiza 1-0). 9 05 p m
T A Angels (Lackey 15-8) ai Seattle
(Batista 13-9) 9 05 p m
Tuesday*. Games
Boston i Matsuzaka 13-10) at NY
Yankees (Pe)tete 11-7). 6 05 p m
Minnesota (Brower 6-10) at Cleveland
(Westbrook 4-7) 6 06 p m
Tampa Bay (Hammel 1-4) at Baltimore
(0 cumin'9-13) 6-05 p m
Detroit (Rotenson 7-10) at Kansas City
(Bannister 10-7), 7 10 p m
Chicago White Sox (G Floyd 1-21 at
Texas (Gabbard 6-1), 7 35 p m
Toronto (Lesch 5-6) at Oakland (Gaudin
10-9i 906 pm
L A Angels (Santana 5-12) al Seattle
!Weaver 6-10), 9 05 p m

AP

Boston's Coco Crisp left. Dustin Pedrosa and Bobby Kielty. right, smile as they celebrate with teammates after the Red Sox beat the White Sox 11-1 Sunday in Chicago

BOSTON TAKES MOMENTUM INTO
THREE-GAME SET WITH YANKEES
By The Associated Press
Chicago White Sox manager (Jule Ginner' has his fasonte
It) Will the AL pennant — and
alter this past weekend. ICS not
much of a surprise
David (Mr/ hit a two-run
homer. and D Drew and Bobby
Kielty ended long homerless
droughts to hack Julian 'Loam'',
lin win since late June as the
Boston Red Sox polished off a
tour game sweep of Chicago
victory Sunday
with an
"I think Boston is the team
It' heat in the American League."
a morose Guillen said after his
team was outscored 46-7 in the
series
the Red Sox scored at least
runs in each game. only the
fourth tune that has happened

in a four-game series since 1900.
according to the Elias Sports
Bureau The St Louis Browns
did it in 1920 and 1922, and
the Colorado Rockies in 19%.
Boston's run total in the
series .was the most for the
franchise since it scored the same
amount against the Browns in1949.
The Red Sox have won four
in a row, improved baseball's
best record to 80-51 and
increased their lead over second-place New York to 7 1/2
games in the AL East. The two
teams play a three-game set at
Yankee Stadium beginning Tuesday. night.
"We can't look ahead," catcher Jason Vantek said "We have
to play like we'se been playing.--

In other AL games, it was
Detroit 5. New York 4: Los
Texas 5,
Angeles 3. Toronto
Seattle 3, Cleveland 5, Kansas
City 3 in II innings, Minnesota I Baltimore 3: and Tampa
Bay 7, Oakland 4.
While the Red Sox have
returned to their 2005 form.
when they ended the season
tied Atop the AL East, the White
Sox are looking nothing like
the club that won that year's
World Senes.
The loss dropped the White
Sox to Ili games under .500
for the first ume since 1989.
The only team in the =On iProm Pow 18
with a worse record s Tanipii"
ly contended since a brief run
Bay. which visits U.S. Cellular
at the title in the inaugural
Field on Monday for a make2004 Chase.
up game
"rail make it pretty miserable because that's all y'all
talk about," he told reporters
Saturday night. "I shouldn't
tell you that you dictate my
mood. But now you know."
And it Earnhardt fails to
make the Chase for the second time in three years, he'll
be faced with the fact that
he'll likely never win a Cup
title for his late father's team.
HARRISON. N.Y. (API —
He's leaving DEI at the end
the first time Steve Strecker teed of this season to.drive for Henit up at Westchester Country dnck Motorsports, where he's
Club, he told wife Nicks to got a five-year contract and
-take • picture because we're hopes to finish his career there.
1104 corning back
His relationship with his
Twelve years alter that for- stepmother is a bitter rollergettable 600-place tie. Streck- coaster ride — he blasted Tereer was posing for photogra- sa Earnhardt a week ago for
phers at the stately club WM not letting him take his No. 8
with him to Hendrick, then on
A crystal trophy in his hands.
Friday implored fans to halt
Back at Westchester only
their Internet attacks against her.
because The Barclays opened It seems unlikely he•Il drive
the FedEx Cup playoffs, Stnck- for DEI again.
er won for the firm time in 6
When he said in May he
1/2 years and 146 tournaments. would leave at the end of the
"I've been waiting tor this year. he promised to go hard
Jay for a long tune." Stncker the rest of the year. That won't
change the next two weeks as
said
to knock Kevin HarHe birdied four of the last he tnes
Trues Jr. or Kurt
vick,
Martin
five holes to heat K.J. Choi
Busch out of the Chase.
by two strokes, finishing with
"All I can do is be taggresa 2-under 69 and 16-under 26.8 sivei and run as good as I can
total
run." Earnhardt said.
Atter holing an 8-loot birdie
Edwards belies-es Earnhardt
putt on the par-5 Ilith. the 44 has the nght attitude and that
sear-old Stncker raised his arms Busch, currently 12th, should
in triumph And hugged Tom keep a close eye on his rears leis
Matthews, the caddie who first mirror_
"If 1 were 1514 points ahead
.Arned %wicker', hag when he
of 13th in 12th position, I'd
won the 2001 Match Play Chamstill be has ing trouble sleeppionship in Australia

Friday, September 21, 2007
Lunch 11:30 a.m.•1:00 p.m. Shotgun Start

Frances E. Miller GC
msu - Murray, Kentucky
GRAND PRIZE: 2 round-trip airline tickets within the
Continental United States (value tip to SS(N0)

4 Person Scramble
2'teams per Hole
2 l)i'.isioas inen/mixed and ladies)

Entry: $60 per person
irk Judi-. yrivn fri

art un, h

Gail carts ARt. Inc !wird in entrk cc
I hnng roar Molt cart. Rulri arttwun, ed the ,/,,N

and oil shirt ,

rph mienf

Rain Date: Thursday, Saptembor 27, 2007 at 8:30 a.m.
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TIMES
ENTRY FORM
2007 Della Miller Coininumt Classic Golf tournament
MSU's Frances fr. Miller Memorial r;olt Course
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Carriker's homer in bottom of
eighth gives Georgia Little
League title 3-2 over Japan
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ins at night." Edwards said,
"I think the last spot is still
up for grabs. Two bad races
for Kurt would be rough."
Busch, who finished one
spot behind Earnhardt in sixth,
knows he can't let up the next
two races, at California and
Richmond.
"We're running more consistent, and that's what it takes
if you want to be a championship contender." said Busch,
who won Tuesday's rain-postponed race in Michigan. "But
for us, we still have to get
into the Chase. We're not locked
in, so we're not losing focus
with two more races."
Not even Ryan Newman,
who is 14th, is giving up.
"We still have a shot at it,"
he said. "Mathematically, we
still have a chance. we're just
trying to give it our best shot,
each and every lap. That's good
enough in my eyes — whether
it's good enough to make the
top 12, we'll see."
With all that pressure, Earnhardt has his work cut out for
him. Two engine failures in
the last five races have put
him in this position, and he
believes his No, ti team is better than its given credit for.
But if he misses the Chase.
Earnhardt said he won't head
to the lake for the final 10
races of the season. He intends
to stay committed and try to
drive his way into Victory Lane
one last time in his red No.
8 Chevrolet.
"Maybe we can get us a win."
he said. "I'll be more ticked
oft if I don't win a race this
year because I've run good all
year. We've had so many opportunities, you know?"

I. XI. XXL
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Sunday's Games
Cincinnati 9, Flonda 3
Pfiladeiphsa 14 San Diego 2
Houston 5 Pittsburgh 4
St Louts 4. Meanie 1
Colorado 10, Washington 5
San Franaeco 5, Milwaukee 4
Anzona 5. Chicago Cubs 4
L A Dodgers 6 N Y Mets 2
Monday's Games
Attanta (Cormier 0-4) at Honda IOlsen
605pm
9-1 11
NY Mets (Lawrence 1-1) at
Philadelphia (Durbin 5-3). 605 ID m
Arizona IL Hernandez 9-8) at San
Diego (Peavy 14-5), 9 05 p m
Washington i Bac** 5-7) at L A
Dodgers (Lowe 10-11) 9 10 p m
Colorado (Fogg 7-9) at San Francisco
(Z409-111, 915pm
Tuesday's Games
Cinannat (Arroyo 7-13) at Pittsburgh
(Maholm 10-14), 4 05 p m 1st game
Groom/0 (Ramirez 0-1) at Pittsburgh
(Gorzelanny 12-7) 7 35 p m 2nd
game
Atlanta (Carlyle 7-5) at Florida
iVandenHtak 4-41, 6 05 p m
N V Meta (Glaww 11-6) at Philadelphia
I Eaton 9-8), 6 05 p m
Milwaukee (Suppan 8-11) at Chicago
Cubs (Hill 7-7). 7 05 p m
Si Louis (Loopier 10-10) at Houston
Willierns 8-12), 7 05 p m
Arizona (Webb 14-8) at San Diego
(Germano 6-7). 905 pm
Washington (Bergmann 2-5) at L A
Dodgers (Billingsley 8-4) 9 10 p m
Colorado (Morales 0-1(a) San
Francisco (Cain 6-13) 9 15 p m

Shirt SIR
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National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GS
W
—
73 56 566
New York
13
519
62
67
Pteliallepha
7
67 64 511
Agents
16
58 73 443
Wasningiui
17
57 744.36
Flonda
Central °Nisbet
LPct GB
W
—
66 63 512
Chicago
65 65 500 1 1/2
Milwaukee
2
496
64
63
St Louis
60 70 462 61/2
Cincinnati
9
58 73 443
Houston
9
57 72 442
Pittsburgh
West DIVI111011
L Pct GS
W
74 57 565
—
Anzona
3
70 59 543
San Diego
61/2
515
67 63
Colorado
87 133 515 6 1/2
Los Angeles
15
59 72 450
San Frarcisco

•DEI

0000000 P"Stricker
0 ends 6-year
2007 Della Miller
Community Classic Golf TournamentO drought
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SOUTH WILLIAMSPORT.
Dalton Camker
Pa (AP)
couldn't believe it He had just
hit a home run to win the Little League World %enc.
"I almost fainted.- the 12year-old shortstop with braces
said after ht', eighth-inning blast
gave Warner Rohm.. (,a. a
dinning 2 win over Tokyo on
Sundas to win south baseball's
biggest tie
"Wow. I neser thought this

could happen." Carnker said.
His dramatic homer over the
right-field wall off Japan's Jun
"44o Koichi gave the Ltnited States
three straight Little League chainpionslups
"USA! USA!'" cried the Georgia-pairttsan crowd as dozens of
faro waved Aniencan flags
Columbus. Ga.. won the crown
last year. and Ewa Beach.
Hawaii. in 2005

Undy Saber
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Ste
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ESPN2 — N V Yankees at Deets
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Farm Equipmenr
Hoerr Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Homo Lou For Sere
Motile Hornet For Sale
Wale /tomes For Rent
5.06.14.,,. Lots For Art
Businsere Aeneas
apieweents For Rent
1100111111 For Ment
Howse For %we
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ADJUSTMENTS

Storage ementehe
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$8•25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
S3.35 r column inch extra for Monda (Sho • iing Guide)
I'-.I \Ir.-.
$8.25 First Day- 20 words or less
Over 20 welds $10 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Shopper (Mon. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)
V100 extra for blind box ads.
mamtains the right to relecf or earl any sub.-lined matter

Lots For Sale
Lots For Rol
Fenno For Sale
Acreage
Home For Sake
Molorcycirm & ATV s
AtAci Pans
Sport Unity Vehicles
Uwe Cars

0060 Tnicioi
Campers
Boats I Molars
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Free Column
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens
or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5
p.m.• Fax 753-1927
OtO
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BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

NOTICE OF HEARING

The Murray Ledger & limes is seekThe MURRAY INDEPENDENT BOARD OF EDUCATION ing a solid print journalist to cover
will hold a public hearing in the Murray Board ofEducatwn
variety of topics from city government
Board Room. 208 South 13th Street. Murray. Kentucky on
September 13. 2007, at ¢;30 p.m, to hear public comments to Murray State University. A journalregarding a proposed general fund tax levy of 50.9 cents on ism degrce, strong reporting, writing,
real property and 51.5 cents on personal property.
and proofreading skills a must. Page
The General fund tax levied in fiscal year 2007 was 51.4 design and photography skills a plus.
cents on real property and 51.4 cents on personal property Send resume and clips of previous
and produced revenue of $1,896,799. The proposed General
Fund tax rate of 50.9 cents on real property and 51.5 cents work to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
on personal property is expected to produce $1,994,866. Of 42071. No phone calls.
this amount $264,358 is from new and personal property.
The compensating tax for 2008 is 48.9 cents on real property
and 51.4 cents on personal property and is expected to produce $1,924,906.
The general areas to which revenue of $98,067 above 2007
revenue is to be located are as follows: Cost of collections,
$1,471; mandates from the State which require local funding, $96,596.
The General Assembly has required publication of this
advertisement and information contained herein.
NOTICE OF HEARING
CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
The Calloway County Board of Education will hold a public hearing in the
Calloway County Board of Education meeting room, 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray, Kentucky on September 4, 2007 at 6:00 p.m. Co hear public comments
regarding a proposed general fund tai levy of 37 80 cents on real property and
39.90 cents on personal property
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The General Fund tax levied in fiscal year 2007 was 39 80 cents on real property
and 39.80 cents on personal property and produced revenue of $4,194,739.91. The
proposed General Fund tax rate of 37.80 ands on real property and 39.90 cents on
personal property is expected Co produce $4,399,137.42 Of this amount
$563,621 10 is from new and personal property The compensating tax for 2008 is
36.30 cents on real property and 39.80 cents on personal property and is expected
to product $4,242,068.23
The general areas to which revenue of $204,397 51 above 2007 revenue is Co be
allocated are as follows cost of collections. $5.659 41. building fund, $53,201.87:
under funded salary mandates, $145,536 23
The General Assembly has required publication of this advertisement and
mation contained herein

infor-

The Calloway County Board of Education will hold • special called meeting in the
Calloway County Board of Education meeting room. 2110 College Farm Road.
Murray, Kentucky on September 4, 2007 at 6:30 p no to approve the above proposed tax
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DRIVER wanted
Fn. Sat. Sun 5-8PM
18 Of older with no traffic violations Apply at
Pizza Pro 605-C South
12th Street No phone
calls please
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)This Little
Cookie is...

SWEET
SIXTEEN

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
JESSICA COOK
Love, Mom & Dad
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NOTICE
All items in Unit 16 a
Highway 299 Mini
Storage have been
abandoned and if all
charges for this unit are
not pad in hit on Of
before September 1,
Hwy 299 Mina Storage
w41 have legsl possession of all Menu Pored
in this unit. A sale date
will be Med Mier.

A child needs you!
Become a baler parent, up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004

BEAUTICIANS
and
nail teens vett, a good
clientele send your
resume to P.O Box
970.
Murray,
KY
42071.
ENERGETIC
sales
help wanted for pont
and flooring center
CaN 759-4979
FT Billing Clerk and
LPN for medical office.
Clerk must be experienced in insurance
coding and billing
Send resume with references to PO Box
1040-V. Murray. KY
42071

1-10111111TI
Name: Pt4thies Marie
•

Descnotion; 5 year old Female Min
Pincher, reddish brown hair. black face
-Cleopatra- eyes, bobbed tail. 12 pounds
Scared & Skiddish. Lost Monday, Aug
20 Robertson Rd. near Westside
Veterinary Clinic

Please contact Weatakir Vet. Clink
7534749 or Marilyn Gregory
931-2324243 or Sant 665-712-2053

CASH RKWARDI

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be iust the place
for you, Full time and
part time positions
available
APIAY at
MartialArts America
1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Certified Nursing
Assistants
We offer
competerve wages and
an excellent benefit
Package API* in Person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street
Hwy
641S
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
14ECW
11wINverer
Help t's Help Kik!!
Be a Footer Parent
(270) 898-1293
(866130NECCO
NEED someone to
pass flyers for local
business. wei pay by
hour 767-0506

Check
us out
on the
Wetaihd

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

SO lisle St
4/11/71
Nemo

All °wadi.Triespietriee •Newt&nice • Certified Others

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
"How To Protect A Lifetime
Of Savings"
*14.40n is guaranteed on first year
money.
No risk to principal because it is guaranteed
'The rate is subject to change so call now
(270)210-2533
If you have, 401-K. 403-B, Stocks, Mutual
Funds, CD's or other retirement investments.

Call Ron Sallin (Agent)
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell 270 210-2533

NURSE'S AIDE

Ail Types of Refuse Service

Travis
270-753-2279

150
Help Waned

NOW taldng applications for ell positions
and all shifts Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in. 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
PARADISE Resort now
hiring pan-time housekeI191n9 holP
436-2767
PERSONS needed to
P11190411 income tax
returns
Seasonal
employment. We will
train. Free tax course
C.all 753-9204 or
437-4531.
SECURITY
guard
opening. Murray area
Mual be dapendebM
reliable. Fax resume lo
2TO-444431M

Articles
For Sale

Computer
Connection
403 Sycamore -752-0438

Com*SaiesiSemce
Networting Services
LIM Pair & laptop Repar
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556
140
to Ikrf
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old U.S. corn
and paper money collectuoos. 293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting. 753-4109

morning & lunch
help FT/PT.
Apply in
person
at Wendy's

%, %N. I 101;1
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%KS
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THE Cadiz Record
has an immediate
opening for a sports
writer. FT or wNI consider PT. Full benefit
package for FT
Resume to Editor, The
Cadiz Record. P 0
Box 1992, Cadiz. KY
42211

1

11.11A
Ft
Cild

07 Hot tub, brand new
in package, 6-7 person
lots of lets. digital
ozoneator. water fall
Cover, retail $7 300
must
sell
$3,600
(573)300-1031

2 crypts at Murray
Memorial
Gardens
side-by-side
inside
Chapel level 2. Please
call (479)750-4811
2000 Sunchaser pontoon boat 20ft. evinrude e tech, 751-1P
engine. Moving must
sell $15,000. Kenmore
refngerator &icemaker, 2 years old
$200.00
2005 Black Mustang,
excellent condition. V-6
auto, loaded, 36,000
miles. $15,900
(270)436-5367
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614

Murray Memorial
Gardens
2 Crypts
inside chapel
$8,500
(270)247-0335
Calloway County
'Vona' History &
Family Histon,
Books
759-4938
753-2350
NEW pool table never
used, 1"-slate. solid
wood, carved legs, tett
acc package. retails
$4,500, selling for
sell
$1,500.
must
(573)300-1031

OLD 1 Dollar Silver
Certificates and Red
Seal 2 Dollar Bills 2936999

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners

omAnnt.

SHIE

Appliance
& Electrical Repair
Hazel, KY 42049

226-9398
4924191
TN LPL #98.413• KS

LsoFGE60221 ME913.11
Serving West KY & West TN For 23 Years

18 FT MAN enclosed
trailer for sale wrth cabinets. (2) 8ft. shop
lights (1) rtft light, tile
floor, fold down rear
door,
$3.500
(270)293-0660.
12701293-0641

Remember your
A N DPA KEN -IC
September 9, 2007
Tell your grandparents and the world how grew you
think they are by putting your picture in our
.special Grandparents Day section on
Saturday. September 8, 2007!
Sire& Speer - S12.410
me am am Ivo MINI per puree

M.,4 XIMUM 20 :
WORDS
„

\1
1

Noble Spew • Slitif

Kamer Dwell

Grandenerm
r woe A lecAso %spin
%sew a lane Ranh
Oen S lArn Gon.h
Winn 1 5f50 Sande,
het a Denne Dsnall

MAXIMUM 46
WORDS
'Snide...frets pluto umer
of pordparton. noreril of
creldosei. red ,eli addresial
goosed meiotic tor relent
.
i
of Mus,to
(I Murray Ledger & There
P.O. Nes 14110 .
Murray, KV 421/71
yj
DEAD1JNE IS
SEPT S AT MPH

1
4

150
Articles
For 541.
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

PAT10
FURNITURE
Like new- high end
amencan made New
in 2004- never out in
weather Loveseat 2
am, chairs 2 end
tables coffee table,
serving cart, 48 in.
dining table and 6
matching chairs

753-5763 or
293-5019

WARD-ELKINS
On

the Square Murrai

(170) 753-1713

25' pride hitch trailer. 5
doviltil.(2) 5' ramps, 3
axles with brakes,
21,000 lbs. $5,000
731-247-3070

*paleness
CHEST freezer. $75.
n3-0247

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of

CLEANING for HOMWS
or Businesses. I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553

Set up Pre-Thana Trust.

Call Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
at 753-1916
and place your ad today!

060

smiling
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Avoid inflationary cost.

Paving - Sealcoating - Hauling

Tony

Looking for

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

TRAVIS ASPHALT

ea winowese ream
ADECCO IS NOW HIRING for INDUSTRIAL. MAINTENANCE
ADMINISTRATIVE
and
positions.
Maintenance position requan expenence in CNC machines.
lathes, and mills Administrative positions require previous
expencrre in accounting and purchasing Complete an
online apphcatica at *xi/cam adecco corn, zip code
42001 You MUST call 800-403-9970 when compined
industrial positions require mute drag screening

NEEDING
hair
dressers.
Special
Edicts, Benton, KY.
Part time or full. 7030542. 437-4755

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

1400.585.6033

Adecco

KFC
now
hiring
cashiers, cooks, and
shift leaders Must be
available for all shifts
Apply in person 205 N
12th St.

- PREPLANNING ••••

Commercial Wastel Kftch-A" Fethens.Pawyket Miriptto
Disposal
uctbes%

Will train if you enjoy working with the
elderly. Pleasant atmosphere. Good
working conditions. Apply in person at
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr., Murray, KY. EOE

HELP WANTED
Part/lull time 3 shifts
daily 7 days a week.
S9hr atter paid
training + Barnett,
Contact us now!
146-974-JOBS Of
tininatallarnelobs-oxn

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $992 on Part A; $131 on
Part B ('all me for more information
PHU HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

Service tech wanted in established agricultural dealership. Serious inquiries only.
Experience a plus. Attractive benefit package. Send resumes to H&R Agri Power,
P.O. box 432, Mayfield, KY 42066

GREEN Acres is currently hinng for the following
positions:
RN/LPN 6A-2P fulltime, SRNA 2P-10P
full-time. Anyone interested in becoming part
of our team may apply
in person at Green
Acres Health Care. 402
W.
Farthing
St..
Mayfield, KY 42066

siMPLUINT

1488-FOR MBA
14150174767

annionn

LEHRER titTIMES

PRINTING PRESS
OPERATORS. Two
positions, benefits. High school
graduate. two years
pnnting expenence in
a professional environment or vocational
training required.
Industrial equipment
operation (where
responsibility is high
for setting and monitoring calibrations)
exchanged year for
year. Some heavy lifting involved Salary
$9.47 hourly Apply
at. Human Resources,
Murray State
Universrty, 404 Sparks
Hall, Murray. KY
42071-3.312
WornerUminonties
encouraged to apply
EEO, WPD. AA
emproyer.

Does Your Policy, Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Limousines & Van,

Interested applicants must apply by
resume only; interviews will be granted to
qualified applicants AFTER resumes are
reviewed. Absolutely no on-the-spot
interviews will be conducted.

FT data extractor
Computer
skills
required. Send resume
to Peco Products, Box
363,
Murray,
KY
42071.

VISA

Murray Ledger ei

We make house calls at
no extra charge'

Various Computing Services

Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

st
SPICIAl RATE: ONLY sag
..../hr!
Call 270-205-9490 Or see
www lestercomputerreparr com

CLASSIFIEDS

48 • %tondo,. August 27, 2007
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NEON
MINI-STORAGE

OPEN HOUSE:

2 or 3851, 28A. C/1-VA,
very close lo the lake
(270)873-8000

753-3853
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MOVING SALE
1306-G South 12th St.
Paint & paint supplies: 20-50% off,
Wallpaper: $2, Borders: $1,
Stocked hardwood: $1/sq.ft.,
Tile: 50c/sq.ft.,
Carpet & vinyl pieces: $3-$6
All sales final. 753-3321

:BR house, very nice
Smoke and pet free
W D
environment
First. last & security
lease
year
One
$575/month 226-8006
3BR 1 513A immaculate condition extended lease required no
pets References and
deposit required 1116
Fallen@ Dr $850 per
month. 270-293-4602
or 270-435-4602
28A brick home
-3614
Quiet neighborhood.
large fenced-in backCall
C.1-1...A
yard.
Cornerstone Realty &
Rental 761-RENT. ask
for Bonnie
LOVELY 3851 2BA
2100 sq It home a.' 2
car attached garage.
large yard and 1,4 mkt
Lake in
from Ky
Cypress Bay area.

$750 hnOnthly• $1000

deposit
security
References required
731 :32-8150
4
l!
• )
quai
4

WHEAT SOWN $3 IKK
270-841-1806
bale
mobile number

3-4 bedroom brick,
2-bath on 2 lots
$165,000
(270)753-4109
3 BR 1 Bath Murray
school district, CAVA,
nedy remodeled
227-0345
4 bedroom, 2 bath.
1,765 sq.k. 9.453
acres fenced pasture,
20x40 barn Two miles
south of Lynn Grove,
flashing light at 1650
Rayburn (Hwy. 893).
Motivated safer Make
an offer. Call Val
Frednck RE/Max REA
436-5916 or 978-1202
Office 759-9016

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50

(WATERFRONT AUCTION)
Sisturdara, Sept Mts. Al 10:00 &XL
Ovaeinkloy Lake -Cannon Mlle South"
Near EelflyvIllsi, KY
Cl Lee load
,/.47- 124 Exn 45 Take Pia), 293 W to Hwy 113
turn sett Proceed SE 5.3 Males To Play 274,Turn
Right Preeeed South 12 Nese To P4owwd Rd
Cannon Hills South Bear Right Proceed 9/10
To The P • 1...as
Mite TO Lee Rd. Tum Ri
1.41 Wooded Acres - Dockable
e Fr
7 1
I
r. p
,atclo••••••••••64T
‘111,

A Quality New Home Built
With Pride And Characater
For A Video Tour Visit
www.lameercash.com
Or Call For A Private Showing
ION. Downs 111•1111100111 Ns 30 Dave

CASH
JAMES R.
REA. ESTE BrAo
I1t WOW

FANCY RINI KY-270-623-8466
"The Seising Machine

SAXOPHONE
BUESCHER BU-5 Bb
Used two
TENOR
years Excellent condibon $700 For more
etkiehnitiOn cal
6 7854
.
27012

lce
Si*
"4"1"
-OWNER
"
FINANCE
'98 315F1 29A $6000
down $645 month.
we 72 Sundencie
753-1011
mobile home
cabinets
Custom
$10,500
270-293-0715
1998 16010 Cisijon
R.
mobile home
200-amp es•
28A
cond must be moved
Kirsasy KY $IM=

170-293-7090

J ft

Rap/

2001 Fleetwood 1840
31IR M& extra nice
270 48.9 2525

SMALL 28R
753-6012

$225

1 OR 2lat apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
7534109
.01 appliances fur
University
ti Subdensioo
Deposit
Nils
S325ernorim 753-4937
Or 753-1961
1864 venous locelions.
112004300 Common
RE 753-9898

GOVERNMENT
1ST
FUNDS FOR
TIME HOME BUY- 29R IBA downeen
ERS? Zero dowo Your apartment 208 Cherry
Si eischic neat win
and or family land
End. dm am a350nno
731-1164-4824
11360Mep 753-5341
Assasiu

Calloaa, Garden/Emelt Downs
Apartments
c4ii Ihugued Unit• Nioni% KY 42071

270-7534556
TDD 1-800-545.11W - Ed.283
(kw and Iwo Bedtime Apartment.
Oland Hem mid AN
Accepting Appiss shorn

()Mee Hours 11 s.m. - 12 p.m.x:3
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
)

2EIR duplex. nice
C/H/A appliances furnished Various loc.,
lions Coleman RL
753-9898
washer/dryer,
213R.
quiet neighborhood. no
Pets, $475/month •
depose 753-0019
4BR 28A. aft spotsnaps. central KA
C.olernin RE 753-9898
3
603 Chestnut S1Tbedrmil bath. Over
1.000 soft. Less* and
Jeferences.
270.227-3331
REM-ELY nice
le-CT29R. 2BA ad spacious kving a kitchen
SM.IOCAMIA in a on ,
neighborhood tf inte,
seed call 227-6452
LNE Ook Apta.

Naafi Remodeted
111R $29000
28R $340 00
39F1 1425 00
$100 depose special
for quelled spoicants
011ice hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
7934221
NEAR university. 1.
21314 ads 753-1252.
753-0808
PACE 20r. 1.50s ad
does lo campus. etc
wd. ref reo 976-0656
NOW LEASING
1.2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Sedkin
8 vouchers
Apply el Ni Cal Apes
902 Norlhwood Or
Monde.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 756-4984
Equal Hauer*
Opportunity
TOO sl4004484066

riwo OAK* APTS.
110m4di
$ICO Depose
1BR S325
29R $375
Call Tooted
RD-NM
SouffriV000 ciTiii-clonenturris All appal*nese Included 76791/48

-A9
"T

It()AT tiTtilt i .1
AVAIL -till I
I

t- 5941174

211R 16Am Panorama
$2116 per more+ plus
depose. 976-0742

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534

148
FSBO
Edinborough Dr. W.
3851 2BA. approx.
2,200 so ft . bonus
room, 3 years old
(270)978-2852

M Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is sublect to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968. as amended which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference limitation,
or discnmination based
on race. color. religion,
sex, or national origin.
or an intention to make
any such preference
limitation or discrimination This newspaper
not
knowingly
will
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our residers are hereby
all
that
Informed
dwellings advertised
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis.'

mercial property for
sale 94W 1 mile from
town 2EI51 brick on
1 5 acres
approx
$90.000 OBO 7532225 or 759 1509 after
5

\‘i i 111.1.1,
‘113 I.ocation.
811) Condition
woirealliirprioss-

er..sium

270-761-1141 1

FS80 Gatesborough
tn-level 4851 38A,inground pool
$250,000 293-2418
GATESBORO 2000
sq ft, spirt-level, 3-4
bed. 2 bath. Garage
den, office, fireplace
270-978-3067
I \11w1L131A I I
III III' 1211 If I'

46%,
Cf1%.11,1%er...
1270)761-11()M1

USED TIRES
14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at 520

270-436-54%
, 270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lod presently has
urea meads.
753-2905 or 753-7538.
PREMIER MINIS TORAGE
*inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Sal• I deign
W.sell boxes'
*We rent U Hauls
753-9600

re

d Free Felted

OFFICE or retail space
areaMble Plane location 153-2905.2931410

5011'
-110
0
Economical engle furnished daces tor lease
with common board
room CENTURY
21 ask for Loretto
7S3 1492

1 to 295 acres West
Owner
Calloway
financing
489-2116.
leave message

LUXURY
270.227 3303

1996 Chevrolet pickup
4WD extended cab.
Z71, 100,000 miles,
very nice

270-293-5844

LAM
LAWN SERVIC I
Mowing. Mann unny,

Lands(aping &
leaf VA( uurndng

Setislactorsn guAtanteed

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 675.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
'"OWNER
FINANCING"'
405 S Sth SI. 3851
18A. $3.000 down.
6450 month. 753-2222
1502 Homy
hard/mood floors
*strict
school
293-0277
S19 .900.

1007 Kirkwood
Seger* remodeled
redecorated. reek/I.
VOW alosilant
Son. completely updoled. many modern
24IA.
tedwas.
mese,oat 100011001swIlt-In shower. LA
sunroom oaten vandews. peel room- we
FP- gee-logs, French
doors to deck. updated laden and dining ems. nice Winona
odermaiI eggilenoes.
new roof a coveted
peers. Ch.M. Mast
see lo appredels.
(27017534029

1710 Magmas Dere.
4-OR. 3-6A. LA. DR.
eat-in kitchen. 'scretivR OH gelding. led
am room Wed meinbroke 270-293-0715
.tuned 227-5414

Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

:14
vinyl replacement
windows by:

Pa % ing

759-05111
-z1-1537

RESICOM CONTRACTORS
270-227-2115
270-293-1899

RAV IS
.kSI'll ‘I I
rasing.•
11/%1

oft±_i

+N,

270-753-2271)
BACICHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock

436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
NADEAU'S
Construction
+boring .Decks
*Vinyl siding *AM
Home Improvements
(270)976-2111
Licensed/Insured
DIU HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding. roofs,
decks
293-5438
FOR all your roofing,
metal, vinyl, general
repair, porches, decks.
home
mobile
and
Danny
repair, call
Paschall 492-8500 CO
293-8156.

1_ AMR ENTERPRISI -

II Si
\ 5(.1 \II \I
..1 . spec PK Up'
Saab swirl rrnixls
CONSVInClitgl sac J.carlups

\

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Attention
Tobacco Farmers
Irrigation services
available
Call
(270)293-7109

MES JOBS

; 4;41 • 2.2

64.4

PURCHASE Area
Hypnosis
Learn Relaxation
Relieve PTSD and
Anxiety
(270)436-5927
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

Moving Experts
Local/Long Distances
Federal Licenses &
Free estimate,
I wally owned 0nerate.1

1‘181i2h21

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No iob too small.

Free estimates

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service All external
cleaning Vinyl, fences
etc (270)527-7176
WILDLIFE
Food Plot
Consultants
*Deer and Turkey
*Custom planting
*Soil testing
*Liming and Fertilizing
*Spraying
*Bedding area Design
and Construction
*Wildlife Trees and
Shrubs Available
(270)293-5519/days
498-8950/evenings

04 Volvo S60-R
300hp IMMACULATE

753-1816 227-0611
temp

General Contracting

140%.

•••afploancell Old
Metal Sterne Womises I: •
,ccap Metal 1/1••ers
visit 10 nun Ca,lett. • • •

i&L RENTALS

SPECIAL
3.15 AC • $149,900
sr/ 2 Boat Stipa!
Wooded. pert like sethng has 2 prime WF
homeless. Great loca
Son on Kentucky Lake
Donl miss His one,
cal now 1400-7043154. 5.1448

Callow Construction,LLC

1

Cell 753-5606

MINI-STORAGE

tiow renting
41h Si
laxaled at

Times

Lifetime glass breakage warranty on

mounted

1989 F150, runsrlooks
good. 5-speed. AC.
7
PmPle
Dec:Diner $1 800
76:' '4959
Labor plFfLAKEFRONT SALE
Boas I Milers
ts AC • S74,900
CAC
w/ BOAT DOCK
STORAGE and
PROCEEDS benefit
Pay NO Closing
PROPANE
Angels Clinic. 1970
Costs!
150
TR
119E Main
Starcraft
Beautifully wooded
1701 753 6266
Runabout Extremely
waterfront on Kentucky
Cal (270) 293-4183
clean. true Johnson
Uait Excellent hnanc
,9am -4pm M•F
85HP (needs some
--rig Cal now 1-800
Nice trailer
work)
704-3154, x.1442
Minimum tad $750 I.
888 753-6116
LAKEFRONT

BOSTON Terriers I
maim. 1 tennis. 11200
aN.. ] No papers
[
11351 8 mass nonh
270-5194948
$350 • deposit no
DOG ObetMndi
pets 753-8582 or 227436-2858
1935
puppies
SHIM-T2U
2. 3 & 4111R houses
deposit AKC. CKC. dew dews
a
Lease
removed.
shots.
required 7S3-41010
mate
wormed.
39R
211I Woodson+
5300-5350.
IBA coneuter room,
270-2514310 after 11
new CAVA. stove.
AM
refrigerator_ wrd. pets
considered $675 •
depose 7601771
OROS
,

kw

AAA HANDYMAN
Al types of carpentry,
addeons. decks
Mining, dein up iunk
Garage, yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

FOR sale by owner:
38R 28A housetind 50'
acres on Highway 121
South 978-0505 or
436-2051

RESIDENTIAL Of COM
Stored Rinds

Et.

Maeredid

'All Size Unfts
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

alasapiiisParawb C•'tea
be age a%Am Lin IA IA•
Nabob alp la saassisaw
Sat al asifi
low Call

Mime_ tog. 27 it ele7p‘i & 1,4%

Murray Ledger &

Saxe 19146
24 nowt seavica
Rei..('urn. & Ind
I icerried & Insured
Al
Ng or small

753-9562 ,

4302987 Larrib's
Professional Tree
Service Compels tree
removal. Mc Insured
4384141 A-AFFORDAIRE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters
sink& be.wont.
A-I Joe's Mower
repair. plck-up. delivery. 4311-2017
A-1 Skimp Removal
Fully Wired
437-3044
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. kwured.
489-2839

Horoscope
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Tuesday. Aug. 28, 2007:
This year. learn to weigh and

honor both sides of an argument This ability sounds like
quite a feat. but you will learn
to do it Through the process of
incorporating different ideas.
you will grow and understand
others A new philosophical
attitude will evolve You grow
to a new pinnacle, but often
you might resist this growth If
you are single. you will have
an unusual need for space this
year You will Juggle your
needs with those of anyone
you choose to relate with A
newborn sensitivity will bloom
If you are attached, you need
to weigh your significant
other's ideas too PISCES
helps you get down to the
roots
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic.
4-Posrtive, 3-Average 2-Soso. 1 -Drfficull
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
•* If you back off, you'll get

excellent results What was
irksome now could become
explosive Sometimes it is best
to pick and choose your words
Use exercise as an outlet for
frustration Tonight Make it an
early night
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*• * Sometimes you need a
quick dose of reality If you are
lucky a surprise might involve
a partner or loved one stepping
the
up
plate
to

Understand what is expected
Tonight Follow the action
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You are more in control

than you realize Take a stand
and be willing to state your
case If someone blows your
ideas to shreds, remember,
you can both be nght Try to
encompass opposites in a
dynamic manner Tonight On
top of your game
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
et*** Take an Overview A
new point of view all evolve in
Was next few weeks Don't try

to force a filluatkon that simply
isni worldng. Be wee and let
go You might be surprtsed by
the end results. Tonight Listen
to a favorite piece of music
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Openly experiment
with different ideas knowing
that you might not have the

answers lust yet Changes
CICCUr at the drop of a hat
Discuss money or financial
°peons, but avoid making a
Tonight
decision.
Togetherness works as a

theme.

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sapt. 22)
*** You arid a lone of instability In Id toe different areas of

by lacgoaline Bigar
your life. You could hit a logjam. Everything will be easier if
you let go and flow. Tonight
Let someone else choose. You
might be quite pleased.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might want to do

something totally different right
now. To others, and even to
yourself, you could be letting
go of a made-in-the-shade situation Your willingness to be
innovative is one of your best
charactenstics. Tonight: Even
you can get tired
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You will be pressured
to find answers where you
thought there were none.
Investigate possibilities with an
eye to growth. The status quo.
especially financially, gets
tossed. Use common sense.
Tonight: Let the naughty
Scorpion out to play
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
** If you keep hitting a brick
wall, lust flex and don't worry
Today you are not starred for
Don't fight the
success
inevitable, and you will come
out a lot better in the end
Honor domestic needs and
family Tonight At home
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19)
**** Speak your mind
Today and in the next few
weeks you would be well
advised to pick and choose
words
with
care
your
Investigate possibilities with
openness You might be startled by someone Tonight Do
you have too much energy for
your own good? Take a walk
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
** Don't allow anyone to gain
control of your money. whether
it is holding your wallet or writing a check Murphy's Law
rules right now A risk will not
pay off Know when to head for
the hills' Tonight Stay middleof-the-road
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You have way too
much energy for your own
good Knowing when to cat it
quits and back down could be
even more important than you
think Investigate a situation
through new eyes, though
refuse to cause yourself a
problem Tonight Be the ever gracious Fish
BORN TODAY

Grammy winner Shania Twain
1965
novelist Leo Tolstoy
actor Jack Black
118281
(1969)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet
at
httplihtnevr.jacquelinetilga r

on'.
(C) 2007 by King Futures
Syndicate Inc

•
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Dwaine Rogers. local fanner,
lost approximately two acres of
tobacco on Aug. 25 in the first
tobacco barn fire of the year in
Calloway County. The barn was
located off Trade Road and owned
by Eddie Kirks. Pictured are volunteers with the Calloway County Fire-Rescue fighting the fire
who responded with II personnel
and three trucks. The photo was
by Staff Photographer Bernard
KArie.
Births reported include a boy
to Kristian and Vincent Alton,
Aug. 22
20 years ago
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions
at Murray State University. said
-This year's enrollment will likely be around 7,300. showing an
increase of approximately 100 students over the number registered
at this time last year"
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Crawford will be married 50 years
Sept
Births reported include a boy
to Ren and David Elliott. Aug.
24, a boy to Sandra and William
Norton, a girl to Jeannetta and Buell
Snyder and a girl to Cindy and
David Lamb. Aug. 25.
30 years ago
Murray Mayor
John E. Scott and members of
the Murray Police Department
removed four barricades on Aug.
26 that had been placed on 15th
Street, blocking the street from
traffic between Chestnut and Payne
Streets.
A record number of students
have enrolled at the schools in
Calloway County. according to Dr.
Jack Rose,supenntendent. Enrolled
were 954 at Calloway High School
and 714 at East Elementary, 694
at North Elementary and 509 at
Southwest Elementary.
Mel Purcell of Murray won
the 8 and under National Grass

Courts Tennis Championship at
Tuscaloosa, Ala., This is his first
national tole.
40 years age
Reginald P. Bowen. safety director of Louisville Automobile Club.
presented Murray Chief of Police
Brent Manning with a safety plaque
fin Murray going one year without a pedestrian death.
Army Pvt, Johnny B. Adams.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Adams.
has completed a wheel vehicle
mechanic course at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Mid.
Ward C. Sumpter of Bowling
Green, governor of Rotary District 671. was speaker at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
house.

COMICN / FEATURES
Fair warning is fair request
for families who drop by

DEAR ABBY: I am 28,
single, and have no kids. I
don't want any. I love the freedom of picking up and doing
what I want when I want, and
I wouldn't trade that for anything. I come from a large
family and have many nieces
n
d
nephews. I
love them
all,
and
some of my
friends have
children that
I adore, too.
The
SO years ago
problem is.
Army Pfc. Glen B. Gibbs, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Gibbs of
Dear Abby I don't want
them comMurray, graduated from the 10th
Infantry Division's Non-commising to my
By Abigail
sioned Officer Academy at Karinhouse unanVan Buren
gen. Germany.
nounced.
Serving as general officers of
Many of these kids are small,
the Murray High School Lhit of and I have
many breakables
Parent-Teacher Association are
around my home. When I'm
Mrs. A.A. Doherty, president; Mrs.
planning on having "little visJames C. Hart, vice president;
itors," I take special care to
Mrs. Edwin Larson, secretary; and
put away anything I don't want
Mrs. Frank Dibble. treasurer.
broken.
Martha Ann Maupin and Willie
I have tried explaining to
Jackson were married Aug. 3 at
the parsonage of Hardin Methodist
friends and family that as,much
Church.
as I'd love for them to visit
60 years ago
with the kids, please give me
Published is a picture of the
30 minutes' notice at least, so
331 boys and girls who attended
can child-proof my home.
the 4-1-1 Purchase Tradewater Camp
Many of them have taken this
held at Murray State College.
badly, assuming that I don't
Leaders called the camp the most
want their kids and, by extensuccessful in the history of the
sion, them in my home. How
annual event.
do I make it clearer? -- MYRA
Calloway County Farm Agent
S.V. Foy reported that the 33
IN MISSOULA
growers of commercial peaches in
DEAR MYRA: I see noththe county have produced and
ing out of line about asking
marketed 23,000 bushels of peachthat friends or family please call
es on the 1947 market.
before dropping over to allow
you a few minutes to prepare

Tod:1001story
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Aug. 27. the
239th day of 2007. There are 126
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History.:
On Aug. 27, 1883, the island
volcano Krakatoa blew up; the
resulting tidal waves in Indone,ia's Sunda Strait claimed some
6,000 lives in Java and Sumatra.
On this date:
In 1770. German philosopher
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel

was born in Stuttgart.
In 1894, Congress passed the
Wilson-Got-man Tariff Act, which
contained a provision for a graduated income tax that was later
struck down by the Supreme Court.
In 1908. Lyndon B. Johnson.
the 36th president of the United
States, was born near Stonewall,
Texas.
In 1928. the Kellogg-Briand
Pact was signed in Pans, outlawing war and providing for the
peaceful settlement of disputes.

In 1962. the United States
launched the Manner 2 space
probe. which flew past Venus in
December 1962.
In 1967. Brian Epstein, manager of the Beatles, was found
dead in his London flat from an
overdose of sleeping pills; he was
32.
In 1975. Haile Selassie. the
last emperor of Ethiopia's 3.000year-old monarchy, died in Addis
Ababa at age 83 almost a year
after being overthrown.

DEAR ABBY: My problem is my older sister. She
lives across the country from
me, but feels, as she has since
we were teenagers. that before
I sell old records and CDs to
get credit at the store to buy
new merchandise, I should consult her to see if she wants
any of the stuff I'm selling.
I have taken good care of
my records over the years, so
I can get top dollar, then buy
more items I want while culling
the things I don't listen to anymore. My sister acts like she
should have first dibs and tries
to guilt-trip me for not thinking of her first. What's up? I
feel that almost 30 years of
guilt-tripping is enough. I have
made my position clear, but
she tries to force me to grovel and convince her that I have
done the right thing.
I don't make a lot of money.
I couldn't afford to buy the
things I get if I didn't first
clean out the old stuff. She
brings up the topic every chance
she gets, and constantly asks
if I have cleaned out my supply of unwanted items. Is there
any way to get her to let this
go? -- TIRED OF GROVELING IN SAN FRANCISCO
DEAR TIRED OF GROVELING: You're making two
mistakes. When your sister
raises the subject, you can't
resist taking the bait. And then
you let her push your buttons.
The next time she mentions
the subject of your housecleaning, change the subject. And
if she tries to make you feel
guilty
laugh. People continue to push buttons only as
long as they work. If you fail
to react, she will eventually
stop.

For everything you need
to know about wedding planning, order "How to Have a
Lovely Wedding." Send a
business-size, self-addressed
envelope, plus check or money
order for $6(U.S. funds only I
to: Dear Abby, Wedding
Booklet. P.O. Box 447, Mount
Morris. IL 61054-0447.
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ME( MARCiE YOU WANNA
HEAR THE EXCUSE I'VE
COME UP WITH FOR
l'AISSINEr SCHOOL'

YOU DON'T NEN
AN EXCUSE SIR.
WE'RE ON SUMMER
VACATI ON

DEAR DR. GOTT: My
index finger started to swell
at the knuckle, and it hurt.
Next, the pain and swelling
moved to the base of my wrist
on the same hand. The swelling
occurred in a direct line and
formed
a
lump. Now
have
swelling on
the inside of
my elbow,
and
the
swelling is
greater than
the others
were. All of
Dr. Gott them
are
soft lumps.
By
My docDr. Peter Gott
tor said I
was lucky because the swelling
eased my pain. He said the
swelling was caused by arthritis. Now I have a deformed
knuckle. Any opinions?
DEAR READER: Arthritis
causes joint swelling that is
not soft. I am suspicious that
your problem involves some
of the tissues — such as the
lymph glands — in your arm,
perhaps secondary to a finger
infection.
I recommend that you see
a rheumatologist who will
examine you, and possibly
order some testing and prescribe
treatment.
To give you related information. I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Understanding Osteoarthritis."
DEAR DR.GOTT:In a past
column, you addressed the
problem of sleep apnea. and I
would appreciate hearing your
opinion regarding the following solution.
My husband, who died last
June, was diagnosed with sleep
apnea after two separate sleep

labs tested him. This was more
than two years ago. He was
prescnbed the machine and
valiantly slept with it for more
than 10 months. He hated it
and so did 1, because I had
to share the king-size bed.
Last November, he became
very ill with double pneumonia and lung bacteria, which
resulted in intensive cart for
weeks, the hospital for 5-1/2
weeks and a nursing facility
for rehab for 3-1/2 weeks.
He was under the care of
a different pulmonary doctor
during this time. When he
finally came home, we visited the doctor, who had carefully read the sleep apnea
reports. He said that my husband definitely had sleep apnea
when he slept on his back but
not when he slept on his side.
He asked me if I could sew.
I do. He told me to take a Tshirt, sew a patch of cloth on
the back of it and insert a
tennis ball. My husband was
to sleep with this shirt.
It solved the sleep apnea
problem for him and, incidentally for his 55-year-old son,
who had used the machine for
a number of years and also
had the apnea only when he
was on his back.
This is surely a simple solution if a patient has the problem only when he is on his
back. I do think it is worth
mentioning if you agree.
DEAR READER: I am publishing this intriguing therapy
because it makes sense, is safe
and cheap and may save some
sleep apnea patients from having to use cumbersome equipment.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Sleep/Wake Disorders."

ContractBridge
North dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
•4
10 7 6 4 2
•9
•K 9 8 7 4 3
WEST
EAST
OK 9 5 2
•7 3
K8
VAQJ 953
•K 8 6 5
•AQJ10
•Q 5 2
•6
SOUTH
•A Q J 1086
V
•7 4 3 2
4•A J 10
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
Pass
I II
4•
Dhle
Opening lead
king of hearts.
The final of the 1995 Women's
Knockout Team Championship in
New Orleans came down to a clash
between a United States squad and a
visiting team from China that had
previously won four Far Eastern
bridge titles.
Today's deal produced a huge gain
for the Americans, who won the
match by more than 100 IMPs. The
bidding shown occurred at the table
where the mother-and-daughter pair
of Gail Greenberg and Jill Blanchard
were North-South for the U.S.
Blanchsrd ruffed the opening
heart lead and led a diamond. West
thought long and hard about whether
to win this trick. She thought it might
he vital to return a spade to prevent

declarer from ruffing a diamond in
dummy,and was not sure Fast would
have a spade to return. At length, she
put up the diamond king. but Last
overtook with the ace and returned a
trump.
Declarer finessed, losing the
queen to the king, at which point the
defense could have cashed three diamond tncks to secure a two-trick set.
But West returned•heart. ruffed kr7.
Blanchard, who drew West's remaining trumps while exhausting her
own. It now remained for declarer to
guess the club position.
Blanchard deduced from the
early play that East had started with
the A-Q-.1 of hearts and A-Q-J of diamonds. If fast had held the club
queen, she would have opened the
bidding with one club to show 16 or
more points in accordance with the
Precision System the Chinese were
using. So Blanchard knew West had
the club queen, but the suit would
block if she led the ace followed by.
the jack and West covered
Displaying nerves of steel and
absolute confidence in her own judgment, Blanchard led the ten of clubs
and let it ride when West played low.
The ace of clubs followed by the
king then gave her II tricks for a
score of.690.
At the other table, the U.S. EastWest pair played four hearts doubled.
making five for 4-990. This result.
combined with the +690 at the first
table, gave the Americans a 17-IMP
pickup on the deal.
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Crosswords
ACROSS
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Swelling leaves
knuckle deformed

for the visit. Aside from the
fact that you have breakables
in your house, what if you
weren't dressed or presentable?
Calling first is common
courtesy. You should not have
to 'make it clearer" because
the people who are rude are
the "drop-ins" -- with or without children in tow. Of course,
some parents have so completely lost their perspective
that they cannot distinguish
between themselves and their
children, but that's another
story.

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Nan Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips.
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440. Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
Et 1_ CIIV CO I 1E00
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(WON'T
DE HERE
WHEN rT
120E.5

I Startled cries
4 — and dined
9 Ironic
12 Egg — yong
13 1.4ovie award
14 Big Ben
numeral
15 Leave behind
17 Think logically
19 Garman erode
20 Sunspot activity
21 Cut
23 Guff St
24 Stonehenge
worshiper
27 Otte kid
28 Motel plus
30 Lhasa —
31 Commercial
32 Book source
34 Thus
35 Longest aver
37 Trig funchon
38 Stray dog
39 Take the car
41 TOOtrI puSer S
deg

42'— a Lady'
(Tom Jones
tune)
43 Zoo attraction
45 — tai (rum
drink)
46 Summerhouse
48 In hock
51 Cassius Clay
52 Ms Barton
ot films
54 Take a crack at
55 Drone Or queen
56 Sweetie-pies
57 Last letter
DOWN
Not on duty
2 Serenade
maybe
3 Unsavory
4 Grievous
afflictions
5 Ego ending
6 Tenn neighbor
7 Peer of the
realm
8 C Inge at

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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Organic farmers
suffer crop losses
from flooding

AP
Farms in Uniontown, checks the level of the newly harGeorge A Wolfe of Uniontown. Ky an employee of Greenwell Brothers
Belt farmers are starling harvests weeks early, worvested corn as it is loaded into his truck from an auger wagon Some Corn
from a dry, hot summer
suffering
already
plants
corn
to
damage
cause
could
now
weather
ried that stormy

Some farmers harvesting early
INDIANAPOLIS tAP) - Some Corn
Heft fanners Are starting harvests weeks
early. worried that stormy weather now
could Lause damage to corn plants Area&
suffering from a dry. hot s
-II we start getting a kg of NCI weather with the wind. it could Lause these
stressed plants to tall user.- said Randy
Crreenwell. farmer who has started har
sesting' his 7.5M Akre. of Loth in I. mon
County. Is!, -You hase the potential of
a lot of loss
Ihe long string of hot da!,• has pushed
corn growth About J week ahead of the
oversee tune, so harvest will he a little
earlier this year for much of the Loon
Us. said Chris Hurt, an AgriLultural
411)
1
°num., at l'iltdUe I Ili% ef/
who has about lii percent
if his own Lrop hasested si far, said
Wednesday he would typically he sun
mg the harvest in J few weeks Farmers
in dry parts of Indiana Illinois and Ken
111‘11.!. are starting to ha:sem own. Although

60111C
An

are

wai(iiig

early harsest Lan Lowe

with

prise
Farmers like fireenwell must ihy out
the Lorn manually since it isn't spending
h time illy my on cornstalks Greco
as
well sass It Losts him about 5 45 an .16 re
or more than 5250rr11
in ellerg)
to dry torn But he's willing to
total
pay rather than won y about eLeu higget
isossible losses
outweighs the loss potential.' he
said
Corn plants can stop growing because
of stress from summer heat and drought
conditions. said Roger Flmine. an Iowa
State I'm.ersity corn spei. who Stifile
farmers in the driest part of Iowa ha.e
on.iderrd an carts han eq. hut most
the state's farmers plan to wait
We'se got another few weeks to go.he said
nary est times will vary between states
and regions It I. 4 Win plants become too

stressed in drought areas, they begin to
die and need to be harvested. Hurt said
"he plant does everything it can and
then says. "I've given up I can't go any
longer.'" he said
Storms that swept through Midwestern
states last week have brought much-needed rain, hut in some spots they also
caused the kind of damage Greenwell
tears Once corn is knocked down, it
becomes more difficult to harvest.
"It's going to cut down yields." Elmore
said
In Indiana; where pans of the state
are in moderate or sesere drought. the
latest C S Department of Agriculture crop
'coon shows that only 18 percent of the
state's corn is. in, good or excellent condition Kentucky. meanwhile, is also in a
sey Cie drought. hut 52 percent of its corn
crop is in good shape In Illinois. crops
seem to he faring better, with 72 percent
of corn listed in good or excellent condition

KDA online lessons teach importance of agriculture
Ken
4)
1
lk\".KtIlKi 1/
tuck'. teashcrs ..an share with
their students the importathe
of Agriculture to the eortunonwealth's history, esononly and
sulturc using lessons from the
Kentusky Depanment of Agri
culture that meet Kentucky Hu
Joon Reform Act standards
fhe kctiiucls Proud Lessons
.o.o.ttlture to teach •ii.oh

el ilal

6,

til slk,t

1'.10.i:14141),

economics. science, social stud
IC• ansI prattiLal lising to stu
dents in the third, fourth and
filth grades They are aligned
to the Kentucky Program of
Studies and the Core Content
for Assessment
-These lessons show how
agriculture impact., our state and
our
wines ‘gri

K
farmer said
While students use agriculture to learn about •anous subtech, they discover how agnculture works in today's complex. interdependent world One
lesson teaches bow global positioning system technology is
used to help tanners save
0 •
a way. Ken-

111 I II 11%..114.1:-X" ;\ 1 L'CliCal Centel'
)111e

"Boh" Dos Reme(lios, M.1).

lucky Lamers market their products
To read and download, go
It. www.kyagr.com. click on
Education Resources, click on
Agriculture Education, and click
or% Kentucky Proud Lessons

has grown
MILWAUKEE (AP) — cattle farming. which
years.
Richard de Wilde estimates he in popularity in recent
"We have a lot of steep.
lost hundreds of thousands of
we've had a
dollars this week when a foot hilly country and
said Tom
of rain inundated his organic lot of mudslides,"
Unibeef and vegetable farm in Van Der Linden, the local
extension
Minnesota
of
versity
southwestern Wisconsin.
prob"Out of our I(X) acres of educator. 'The biggest
mudslides
is
had
we've
lem
30
easily
had
we
vegetables,
and
under water.- dc Wilde. one that have taken out fences
of the state's largest -organic livestock have gotten
Jack Hedin, who owns an
farmers, said in a phone interview Tuesday. "If that was all 80-acre family produce farm
a loss, it's S.300.(XX). I'm think- in and around Rushford, Minn..
ing we're going to be able to said portions of his fields remain
salvage some out of there, hut under water, and that roads
than have washed out, making it
more
it's
certainly
impossible to deliver produce
crops."
S200.(XK) just counting
He'll also have to replace to local co-ops.
"It will he days if not weeks
fences, equipment • and other
water-damaged property at the until the roads are repaired,"
2(0-acre Harmony Valley Farm. he said,
liedin said nearly a third of
The damage from this week's
floods could push some of Wis- the farrn's entire cash flow for
consin's organic farmers out 2007 has been washed away.
"I spent all morning with
of business and affect the pnce
of organic products nationwide. our bookkeeper. and at this point
Only California has more cer- we've already written off
tified organic farms than Wis- S200.(XX) worth of produce."
consin, and more than a third he said.
Even where the water has
of the Badger State's 994 organic farms arc in the five coun- receded in Wisconsin and Minties where rivers and streams nesota, many fields are too
moist to plant such fall vegoverflowed.
Organic farms in southeast etable crops as mixed greens
Minnesota and northeast Iowa and spinach. The window for
were affected by the rain as planting those crops will close
by the first week of Septemwell.
Mark Kastel, co-founder of ber. Farms that cannot get the
The Cornucopia Institute, a farm water off their fields fast enough
policy group, said many farm- will have less produce to..sell
ers could be forced out of busi- in 2008.
ness, unable to cover their losses because crop insurance might
not pay them the same price
they would have received for
selling their products at market.
"You could see a farmer
who is making a modest profit and doing fine pushed into
a very serious financial deficit
for this growing year." Kastel
said.
Along the swollen Kickapoo
River, more than a third of
Tuesday,
the Crawford County's 1,000
r 4, 2007
Septembe
faniis had significant damage
the
peg
estimates
early
and
crop loss at around 58 milBusiness Meeting:
lion. said University of Wis7:30 p.m.
consin extension agent Vance
Haugen.
Location:
"I've been here 15 years,
and this is one of the strongest
Calloway County
and most violent episodes I've
Farm Bureau Office
ever seen." he said.
In Winona County, Minn .
ro2Hts, 121 Bypass.
agriculture officials said the
\tunas
storms could set back organic

Calloway Co.
Farm Bureau

ANNUAL
MEETING

A'TTENTION: FARMERS
Now Accepting Deliveries at
The Mr. Charles Outland Farm
1767 Murray Paris Rd. - Murray, KY

hilmonologisi
Dr. Dos Remedios (Dr Bob),
Pulmonologist, brings a much
needed specialty to the campus of
Jackson Purchase Medical Center.
Dr. Bob is Board Certified in Internal
Medicine having trained first in the
Philippines and then at Columbia
University in New York. He
completed his fellowship training in
pulmonology at Columbia
University, Harlem Hospital

Eric 1-1L-nvelf Farms Sr grain Co.
Main Location: 1977 Wilkins Road - Benton, Kentucky
Office: 527-5283 • Eric 832-5347
Off Hwy. 401 lturrnerly Ifwy. 80) In the Brewers Communit of Marshall uwit)

Prices and Info Available at http:www.ehgrain.com
Buying - Contracting - Storing
White Corn - Yellow Corn - Soybeans - Wheat

We welcome Dr. Dos Remedios
and his family to our community!

Storage Room Available for 2007 Crop
Dr. Bob is practicing with the
Morgan•Haugh Medical Group.
To schedule an appointment with
Dr. Bob, please call his office

270 - 247 - 8100

----0111111119
lacki.on Purchas4 Medical Center
weim.....0 in% iro

.114Nemordinary Care.

OUR PRICES & BASIS WILL ALWAYS BE
COMPETITIVE - SOMETIMES EVEN BETTER THAN
THOSE OF OTHER AREA GRAIN ELEVATORS
Basis is the difference between the Chicago Board of Trade and the price
you can get at an elevator.
In

much with us Itasis,Prx es are onstantls r hanging

Wr v.ill

alwas• •tInain «impetitivet

OPEN: Monday-Saturday 8 am-8 pm
Sunday 1 pm-5 pm During Harvest
Contact Us At Anytime:
Office - 527-5283 • Eric 832-5347 • Heather 205-0576 • Ron 519-5086
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